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”What we achieve once, belongs to the past- each success is an obstacle overcame for the future!”
Wolfgang Leitner
Numerous obstacles were overcome on our path during 2013. From the
statutory regulation of the Group, good investment activities, consolidation of market position in all three areas of business, to realization of
extremely important projects. Our course is aimed at long-term growth
and achievement of economic, ecologic and social improvement.
Elnos Group in 2013 has been focused on responding to the pace of dynamic changes on electrical engineering market. Business of the Group
has been satisfying, since we were able to follow our market demands.
A good reason for us to be optimistic with respect to the future is the
number of obtained jobs, summary of which opens the Projects column.
The competence and competitiveness enabled our growth and development. Our portfolio and references best illustrate our strength in 2013.
We are proud of our participation in capital projects such as: two largest power engineering projects in Sweden, substation construction in
Stanari and construction of highway BanjalukaDoboj in the Republic of
Srpska, as well as reconstruction and modernization project of railway
Belgrade-Niš in Serbia.
I would especially like to emphasize results of our electrical installation workshops, which together with the leading suppliers set regional trends. Worldwide trends are brought through the interviews with
representatives of our strategic partners like Cubic and Genmac that
should not be missed.
“The world is as interesting as we are curious“, a great thought by
William Shakespeare. Get curious in the Education column and travel
with us through the north and south of Denmark, the unique Berlin, and
the leading Bavarian cities, Frankfurt and Nϋrnberg. We take you to the
rich industrial centre of Italy, in the region of Emilia Romagna, as well
as one of the oldest European cities, Belgrade.
I hope that you will, in this magazine as in the previous, gain a useful
and interesting insight into our technical potentials and projects we
completed. The last, but not the least, I hope that you will meet the
other side of Elnos Group, the people who make it, our business ethics
and culture.
Enjoy reading!
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4 Interview

Vision and action

they shape the future together
Elnos Group achieved imposing references and became a synonym for knowhow of modern solutions. An important role in shaping the future of the Group,
creation of vision and action is on Milenko Majstorović, a Board member for
Corporation and Legal Affairs

Milenko Majstorović, Board Member for Corporate and Legal Affairs

2013 was one more year of success for
Elnos Group. What would you especially
emphasize?
In a dynamic year like 2013 it is very hard
to single out one or few activities. However, two spheres of Elnos Corporate action
marked the previous period with contracting for international projects and statutory
regulation of Elnos Group as a Concern.
International contracting represents
culmination of constructing activities for
every company, and from the aspect of
the profession it is a challenge for every
legal, sales or managerial team in general.
Namely, the very fact that contracting is
carried out by companies that have registered headquarters on two continents,
whose legal teams have long-year international experience - says much. Activities
of contracting run by direct or conference
connections in America, Sweden, Germany,
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Austria,
Serbia... Period of negotiations lasted even
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up to 8 months, with constant meetings.
The final result was not only signing of
contracts for construction, but the series
of other consortium contracts, which in
legal practice represent the examples that
shall take place on many worldwide conferences and seminars for lawyers and
attorneys in general. Implementation of
the contracting process represents a significant experience for management team
and it is an indicator of maturity of the
whole Elnos Group team.
The second activity is related to statutory regulation of the Group. Elnos with
its organization as a contractual concern
showed that it has grown from economic society into a company, then, from the
company into an international company
and in the end, into an international group
of companies. Also, by such organization,
the growth of the company was completely formed, statutory and legally, and
the brand Elnos acquired a totally new

dimension on the market. I would like to
complete this reply by saying that I am
very proud of the mark “member of Elnos
Group”.
You joined Elnos Group in the period of recent new chapter of business.
What was the greatest challenge for
you in the past year and a half, how
long have you been in Elnos Group and
on this responsible position?
I would rather say that I joined Elnos
Group at the moment of renewal of management team when Elnos itself was in
search of new ways of business and new
people, as we like to say, new energy. In
this process the greatest challenge was to
continue the way the managers before me
created and defined many years before.
Having in mind that Elnos has always recorded growth on the market, it is clear
how the management team of Elnos was
truly good in every moment, earlier and
now. This was exactly the hardest, to take
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over the responsibilities for such a good
work in the future.
You have a rich experience on regional market and the markets of Russia
and Germany. How demanding, due to
Elnos Nordic, was it to meet the Swedish legal norms and market?
The Scandinavian market is very different than any other market in the EU, as
well as the rest of the world. Each standard, either it is legal, engineering or any
other, which is on a scale 10, in Scandinavia it is on scale 12. So, to overcome different legal culture, different Code of Ethics
and at the end of the day, the language barrier was quite a challenge. When looking
back to the last 14 months I can say with
pleasure that Sweden became the market
for Elnos, not only in the basic activities
but also in legal and financial terms. Foundation of Elnos Nordic as domicile company, concluded several new contracts with
the largest companies in the business. Of
course, directing the people and machines
to Sweden demanded that legal schools
are once more finished in Scandinavia on
the field. A year ago I felt like being on the
first year of my university studies, and today the feeling is wonderful.
How different is the system of contracting and realization of contracts on
the market of EU?
Natural law is equal throughout the Europe, which means that the basic principles are the same. However, application of
obligation regulations and techniques of
contracting are significantly different. Globalization brought less differences in the
world, at least when it comes to contracting. Internet access makes the communication easier, and the English language has
become a standard that removes linguistic
barriers. However, approach to solving the
contracting and realization of contracts in
the EU is significantly different comparing
to our region. First, the contracts are such
that they fulfill all investor’s requests. So,
the authoritative right does not have to be
Euro-Continental, it can be Anglo-Saxon,
for which the lawyers from these regions
are not prepared. On the other hand, contracting can be made by the law of one
country, and the application of legal and
economic processes is, again, compulsory
by the law of the country in which construction is performed. Thus, differing
from the region of the former Yugoslavia,
where by the rule, the contracts are made

so that they are linked to the laws on construction and obligation relations of the
country in which it is constructed or maybe FIDIC, in EU it is practice that the contracting parties choose the authoritative
right in the way that corresponds to the
investor. This is the very fact in which we
find the most difficulties that we solve by
detailed analysis of authoritative law, and
of course, by the engagement of foreign
cooperators if necessary.
You mentioned participation in several highly demanding negotiations.
Are you proud of any result especially?
Unfortunately, by the conclusion of this
issue of the magazine, all processes were
not finished, and according to the internal
rules of the Group no information can be
given about them, but negotiations with
companies such as: Continental Wind
Partners, Skanska, General Electric, Linjemontage and Poor, speak for themselves.
I would single out negotiations with one
of the largest Swedish companies, Skanska, when the very negotiation was not a
problem, but a problem was how to realize
the prerequisites for negotiations, that is,
to qualify for fulfillment of technical, legal
and economical requirements for works
on that market. When it comes to domestic market, one of the specificities was
contracting with Gradiška municipality
and partner company IEE Ltd. Banja Luka,
with the aim of reconstruction of Heating
Plant Gradiška and taking over execution
of communal services of this company. In
the contracting procedure we showed an
excellent innovation looking for the opinions of the Office of Attorney General of RS
and the relevant Ministry.
What do you see as the greatest challenge that Elnos Group could face?

The greatest challenge is to keep the
position of a leader in the region and expansion of the market in EU and wider,
of course. This is exactly the vision that
leads to the growth of the company which
is the main goal. Growth from the aspect
of business is always desirable, but from
the aspect of profession it is an additional
challenge. The Company organization and
professionalism represent the challenge to
satisfy market needs.
What is special for you in Elnos
Group?
People, they make Elnos. Relationships
between people and the company are not
merely of business kind but also of familiar kind. Each man gives its maximum
contribution such as, fitters, engineers
that sometimes work 15 hours on, if it is
required, logistics that finds solutions in
a magic manner, sales that does not stop
working, assistants that are always ready
to give their maximum, and of course,
management that always seeks new solutions and new jobs. Yes, definitely, the people are special in Elnos.
Milenko Majstorović,
Bachelor of Law
Graduated: 2004 in Banja Luka
Married, father of two
daughters
Hobby: Motorbikes
Favorite books: “Shawshank
escape“
Personal aim: to live his
dreams
Life motto: It is better to
manage yourself, than win
hundred fights, and then the
victory is yours.
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6 Investments

Establishment of new
retail center in Bijeljina
A new Elnos BL retail center was established in flat and fruitful Semberija,
on the crossroads of Serbia, Croatia and the heartland of Bosnia
Good offer represents
recognizable characteristic
of each company
Only a high standard and
products quality could
create confidence. Our offer
will convince you in retail
value brands. In our selected
products offer, in ELNOS BL
you will find not only a wide
range of products for your
apartment or a house. You
will find also a wide range of
products for the companies,
equipment for installers,
and our distributors. In our
sales centers, customers
could find renowned, quality
products, as well as modern
innovations.
RC Bijeljina has total surface of 480 m2

At the end of April 2013 a new Elnos BL
retail center was established in Bijeljina,
located at 249 st. Stefana Dečanskog. We
applied our verified business concept to
this newest retail center as well. The base
concept is: the best choice, the highest
quality, the first class service and availability.
In the retail center the customers are
provided with a whole assortment of
electrical products and equipment for
installations in residential buildings and
business facilities. The number of 2.226
products speaks for itself. Our offer includes products by many leading foreign
and domestic manufacturers such as:
Schneider Electric, Legrand, Benedikt
& Jager, GE Industrial Solutions, Phoenix Contact, Rittal, Socomec, Tyco Electronics Raychem, Dietzel Univolt, Haupa, Vents, GE Lighting, Amplyvox, PCE,
Genmac, One-light, Lug, Minel-Schreder,
Novkabel, Telefonika-FKZ, FKS-Jagodina,
Elka, Elbi, Plamen, Feman, Tehnoplast,
ETI, Mikroelektronika, Enel, Commel. We
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have long-term distribution cooperation
with many of them. For the availability
of these products we point out excellent
connection with central storage in Banja Luka, whose stock counts more than
6.000 products. We have two regular
weekly deliveries and ability of organizing urgent deliveries.
In Bijeljina we strive to be within reach
of our customers by means of team work.
This philosophy demands team work,
creativity and consistency in its implementation. Still, employees who understand such philosophy and live by it are
the most important. Our team is made of
professionally educated employees, led
by Živko Anđić, who have placed competent and reliable consultation and supreme service as the priority. We offer a
wide range of solutions, technical support of our commercial, technical and
engineering staff, as well as technical
services of our suppliers.
The retail center Bijeljina is a result
of the idea to approach each customer

in this part of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as well, to meet the requests and needs
of each of them, with ease and in timely
manner. Building the future by knowledge and devotion to customers, by flexible and open conceptions and by consistent aim to quality is a strong motif for us.
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Foundation of
BIOSCO CS factory
New factory of prefabricated concrete substations BIOSCO CS was formally
presented by Elnos BL Belgrade in Batajnica, with the license of French
company “Schneider Electric“

Dušan Torbica, Fransoa Gzavije Denio, Dragoljub Damljanović and Branimir Mijailović

Factory substation BIOSCO CS is under a
new, modernly equipped business center
of Elnos BL. After a three-year construction, the center started operating at the
beginning of 2013. The business center
spreads on 3.600 m2, of which 1.900 m2
is production and storage area.
This event, in the middle of November
2013, was attended by the Ambassador
of France in Serbia His Excellency Fransoa-Xavier Deniau, a large number of distinguished guests, media representatives
and business partners of both companies.
“Our company, the unique of this type
in the region, was constructed in accordance with technological standards and
specificities of ‘Schneider Electric’. Due
to specific features, substations BISOCO
CS shall become a dominant solution in
the following period. Managed system of
these substations enables a stable network and balance between the consumption and production. Our company proudly cherishes the tradition longer than 60
years, responsibly applies all modern and

integral technological solutions, which
contribute to sustainability of modern
system and particularly because of this, it
is our great pleasure that company “Schneider Electric“ is our licensed partner“,
Branimir Mijailović, the executive director of Elnos BL, Belgrade emphasized.
Dragoljub Damljanović, director of Schneider Electric Serbia pointed out the following about the long-term cooperation
of our companies: “Licensed partnership
is a verification of our successful cooperation with Elnos BL company, which is
one of our most important partners on
the market of Serbia and Montenegro. Establishment of this company is a result of
our efforts to promote and place modern
solutions with close cooperation with our
partners. In this way we raise the technical standard in the society, which leads
to efficient work of our customers and
increase of their competitiveness. This
factory produces prefabricated concrete
substations with these features in specific
and places this equipment on the markets

Factory detail

of Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania and
Macedonia“.
The newly opened factory in Batajnica manufactures prefabricated, remotely
controllable distribution substations of
type BIOSCO CS. This standards-tested
product enables simple, optimal and safe
use of network, while the managed system enables continual feed, satisfied users and precise tracking of the parameters
of the network. The first series of substations, around 30 of them, are already in
operation within distribution networks.
Manufacturing capacity of the factory in
this first stage is 150 substations annually. In the following year double expansion
of capacity is needed, which shall enable
50 new job positions.
Main features of these substations are
compliance with IEC standard 62271202, safe operation space and simple access for cable lines, outer manipulation of
equipment, as well as easy fitting into the
environment.
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8 Elnos Group

Employment

trend

In the previous period, Elnos Group has become significantly strengthened in
terms of personnel. In 2014 the positive employment rate shall make the largest
growth so far

U prethodnom periodu, Elnos Grupa znatno je
kadrovski ojačana. U 2014. godini pozitivan trend
zapošljavanja zabilježiće najveći rast do sada
Colleagues from Elnos Serbia in a new business center in Belgrade

As one of the leading international electroenergetic companies, Elnos Group continuously integrates the best staff in its ranks,
since the success of the company is based upon the abilities and skills of its employees.
The image of successful, reliable and desirable employer carefully built, with continuous creation of positive and encouraging
working atmosphere. This has brought a significant qualitative and quantitative increment of our Group. Real veterans have
joined our team, as well as young, flexible and vigorous men, devoted to completion of remarkable results.
The growth of the Group, which follows the needs of the market, in 2014, shall lead to positive employment trend with the
highest growth so far. Our aim is to strengthen and grow, and responsibly, with focus and devotion to “Energy management
through knowledge“.

Strict safety and health measures
in work

350
300

We permanently promote and control safety and
health measures in work to provide our employees
with the long-term wellbeing and efficiency. With
this aim in 2011 we established a management system
OHSAS 18001:2007 with health protection and work
safety.

250
200
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100

Care for employees

50
0
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Employees number
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An important part of our business policy is care for
employees in working place and in spare time, which
is best illustrated by the thought of Michael Pupin:
“Labor, it is life in its widest sense.“

Elnos Group 9

Stronger portfolio:
Formation of Contact Networks Team
We offer reliable solutions for railway and public transport. The execution of
complete electrification project was performed by Contact Network Team on
“turn-key” basis

The railway infrastructure in Serbia, and
partly in the region, needs reconstruction and modernization in order to create
efficient, safe, and environmentally acceptable ways of transport. Elnos Serbia,
and thus the Elnos Group as well, offers
services of the Contact Networks Team
in the field of reconstruction, modernization, and construction of electrified
railways.
The activities of our team include design and construction of railway networks in urban transport and on railways, construction of electric traction
substations and plants for sectioning,
installation and repair, and maintenance
of installations of inner and outer lighting
installations, management and signalization, electrification of: highways, subways, railway stations, airports, tunnels,

and other public buildings. We offer the
possibility of completing the projects on
“turn-key” basis.
Our youngest engineering team is
made of experts with rich experience.
By systematic planning we enable the
highest degree of reliability, safety, and
cost-effectiveness. Even though the conditions of work on railway facilities are
often far from perfect, our team manages to find solutions and to overcome
even the hardest installation conditions
by its proven methods, technology and
tools. For the needs of the team a part of
mechanization was constructed: a cold
working platform, special vehicles for
traction on rails, truck capacity 3,5 t and
passenger vehicles. In business center
Batajnica, a fitter workshop was formed
to assemble elements of a contact net-

work, with all necessary tools and machines.
The team is currently engaged on
completing electrical installation within
the contact network on the railway Belgrade-Niš, for the reconstruction of the
section Gilje-Ćuprija-Paraćin. This section is a part of the international Corridor
10, the most important railway network
in Serbia.
Nowadays, a larger number of people
understand the comparative advantages
of a railway that is ecologically sustainable, more cost-effective, and more energy
efficient than other ways of transport. It
is our goal to participate in the modernization of railway networks, to create the
conditions for more comprehensive and
efficient connection of the region with
the Europian transport networks.
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10 New projects

New
projects
Imposing references and special relation towards the profession made Elnos
Group a synonym for engineering specialist in electroenergetics and a partner
that carries out even the most demanding projects, reliably and on time
BiH

Rehabilitation of
hydropower plant
Zvornik: 30 years
extension of the
lifetime
“Zvornik“ is one of the oldest hydropower plants in
the system of EPS. At the end
of July 2013, a contract was
signed for its rehabilitation,
after which its power shall
be increased by 30 percent
with respect to the existing
96 megawatts. The main contractor is “Voith hydro“, and
Elnos Group will execute design, procurement, installation,
and commissioning of electric
equipment.
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SRB

SRB

Reconstruction of
substation Bečej

New contracts with
Elektromreža Srbije

Elnos Serbia will be engaged in construction works
on the project of complete
reconstruction of substation
110/35/20 kV Bečej. The reconstruction shall be carried
out in three phases, and the
deadline for finishing all the
works is December 2014. Special emphasis shall be put on
the health and work safety,
since the reconstruction shall
be carried out in “energized
“conditions.

We shall perform design, installation and factory testing
of cabinets for relay protection and management for
five substations in the EMS
system, and these are: substation 220/35 kV Bajina Bašta,
substation 220/110 kV Kruševac 1, substation 400/220/110
kV Smederevo 3, substation
400/220 kV Obrenovac and
substation 400/220 kV Beograd 20. We will construct in
total 242 cabinets.

BiH

TL AND SWITCHING
SUBSTATION FOR
Hydroenergy Gacko
On “turnkey “basis, we shall
produce complete design documentation, procure the equipment and carry out works
on construction of switchyard
substation RTS 20/35 kV, 25
MVA and power transmission
line 35 kV on the “Sastavci”
facility in Gacko.
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BiH

Oil Refinery Brod:
Modernization of
electrical supply
system
Investor of the project is
Zarubezhneftestroimontazh
(ZNSM). The project includes
modernization of electroenergetic (EE) part of the plant of a
new line for oil refining, Plant
Section 31, as well as modernization of the most important
EE plant in Oil Refinery Brod,
the Plant P-20. Modernization
shall enable better availability, safety and reliability of
supply of significant number of
important oil plants.

MNE

MNE

Transmission line
110 kV Tivat - Kotor

Modernization of
substations in CGES

With the aim of improving the
supply of electrical energy
and enhancement of reliability
of supply for consumer area of
Kotor, it is necessary to construct a 110 kV transmission
line from substation 110/35 kV
Tivat to substation 110/35/10
kV Kotor (Škaljari). The investor is CGES, and the project
includes delivery the main
design, delivery of equipment
and execution of works for
construction of the transmission line 110 kV Tivat – Kotor.

Relay protection replacement
project and remote control
system was contracted for
four substations in Montenegro: substation 400/110
kV Podgorica 2, substation
400/220/110 kV Pljevlja 2,
substation 110/35 kV Ribarevina and substation 110/35 kV
Mojkovac. Our work includes:
design, installation and factory testing of cabinets for relay
protection and control, installation of facilities and commissioning.

SWE

Transmission line
2x130 kV Ogonfägnaden
– Isbillstjärn in Sweden
On this OHL, we execute installation, construction of
poles and installation of conductors. Construction of this
transmission line is Phase 2 of
the project for construction of
new 130 kV transmission line
west from Ramsele. The total
length of the transmission line
is 8,86 km.
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Kovačica Wind Farm
Elnos Serbia, in the consortium with Geoput Company, is engaged in design of
technical documentation for the General and Preliminary design with the feasibility
study and the Main design of the Wind Farm Kovačica

Wind Farm illustration

The investor “Electrawinds K-Wind“,
from Belgrade, has been appointed to
carry out construction of Kovačica Wind
Farm. The planned wind farm is located
on the territory of Kovačica municipality, which is 50 km far from Belgrade and
90 km from Novi Sad. The village Padina is the nearest to the planned location
of the wind farm. The planned installed
power of the wind farm is up to 125 MW,
whereby installation of 38 wind turbines
of rated power of 3 MW is anticipated.
The main goal of the investment for
construction of wind farm Kovačica is
production of electrical energy from renewable energy sources. Construction of
wind farm Kovačica represents the biggest opportunity for this area. A serious
economic contribution can be generated,
which shall contribute to the prosperity
of the population. The estimated value
of the investments in the project of construction is 266.56 million EUR.
Until the present day the Preliminary design is made with the Feasibility
study and submitted to the Provincial
Secretariat for Urbanism, Construction,
and Protection of the Environment for
review and approval. The planned deadline for realization of the Main designs
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for wind farm Kovačica is mid-February
2014.
The aim of making the Feasibility
study is to determine the spatial, ecological, social, financial, market and
economical validities for construction
of Wind Farm Kovačica, for the adopted
technical solution defined in the Preliminary design, and that refers to the construction of the wind farm. The study
includes analysis of power effects of the
wind farm with the aim of their optimization, possible production, loss and
quality of the delivered electrical energy, the influence of the wind farm on the
environment and measures necessary to
meliorate the negative influences on it,
and in the end, economic and financial
validity of the realization of the adopted
technical solution. The Preliminary design was made according to one typical
wind turbine of Danish producer “Vestas“, V112- 3.0 MW Turbine Generator.
The wind farm Kovačica, with total
installed power of 114 MW in the first
phase, shall be a significant producer of
electrical energy from renewable sources, which on annual level is approximately 330 GWh.
In accordance with the adopted regu-

lations of the Republic of Serbia, all the
production of electrical energy shall be
immediately taken over by the transmission system. For connection of wind farm
Kovačica to the electrical power system,
a SS 33/220 kV, rated power 3x63 MVA
shall be constructed, which is connected
to the TL 220 kV, and which connects the
substation Pančevo 2 and SS Zrenjanin 2.
The works are divided into two phases.
The first phase is design and acquiring
of the construction permit and the second phase includes execution that shall
be carried out in eight stages.
Apart from the direct investment of
quite large amounts and engagement
of local construction infrastructure,
for local community it is important that
employees shall be hired in accordance
with the obligations that come from the
procedure of gaining the license for energy production. For Serbia, of course, it
is a significant importance the decrease
in emission of CO2. Finally, the work of
this wind farm shall significantly contribute to achievement of goals, to contribute to realization of the national
goal about participation of renewable
energy in the total consumption of energy in Serbia.
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New substation in Nišava County
Construction of substation 110/35/10 kV Niš 15, is one of the capital electrical
power buildings on the territory of PD Jugoistok. Our company works intensively
on preparation of the necessary technical documentation for the future substation
Substation 110/35/10 kV Niš 15 shall be
constructed in south-west part of the
peripheral area of Doljevac municipality. The aims of construction are reliable
supply of electrical energy and achievement of energetic prerequisites for development of economy and production
of that consumption area. Prerequisites
for construction of new settlements as
well as new production plants exist in
the mentioned part of the city. Construction of this substation is anticipated by all
previous studies of perspective development of 110 kV network and until now it
should be in operation, however it hasn’t
been constructed due to lack of assets. Its
construction shall solve a long-term problems of low-quality and unreliable supply
of consumers and the problem of overloading of the existing capacities.
Our company works intensively on
preparation of necessary technical docu-

mentation for the future substation. We
shall make the entire documentation,
starting with Preliminary design with
feasibility study, to the Main construction and Main electrical installations
project, and finishing with the detailed
design documentation necessary for construction of the substation. Production of
design documentation is accomplished
through direct cooperation with the investor PD Jugoistok, Niš such as obtaining
all the necessary documentation during
the construction of facilities of substation
and preparation of necessary data for announcement of public procurement for its
construction. Public procurement should
be finished until the end of this year, and
after that the constructor shall be known,
as well as equipment that is to be installed
in the building. By defining these information, the project documentation would
enter the final stage of creation.

Niš

Construction volume:
According to Project requirements, the
construction of following buildings was
planned: 110 kV plant, 110/35/10 kV
transformer stations, command and operation buildings with 35 kV and 10 kV
plants, oil pits with oil drainage, as well
as access road, fences, paths in the plant
and cable tranches.

Modernization of Thermal Power
Plant and mines Kostolac

In June 2013 technical documentation was finished for modernization of
substations 110/6.3 kV in 110 kV transmission line ring of Kostolac power plants.
The beginning of works was planned for 2014, and commission of the plant in 2016
The project includes: replacement of distance protection in six transmission lines
bays 110 kV in the transmission line ring
of mine Drmno and equipment installation in 110 kV transmission line bay in
the substation Rudnik 2. The project investor is PD Kostolac Mines and Power
Plants. Design was finished in June 2013,
and the deadline for construction was six
months.
The project is being completed with
the aim of replacement of the existing
distance protection with modern digital
protection. For modernization of substation 110/6.3 kV in the ring of Kostol-

ac power plants the following solutions
were foreseen:
1. Because transmission lines are short
between the substations 110 kV in the
ring of Kostolac power plants, the decision is to install longitudinal differential
protection on all lines, due to higher reliability and selectivity of protection.
2. Installation of primary equipment and
protection devices in substation 110/6.3
kV Rudnik 2 on the existing transmission
field DV 1128/2.
3. Expansion of the capacity of substation
110/6.3 kV Rudnik 2. Volume of expansion is construction and installation of

transmission field 110 kV DV C1 – direction Rudnik 1.
It is important to emphasize that Siemens equipment shall be used for modernization of the substations.

Thermal Power Plant Kostolac
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Strengthening the transmission capacity in Sweden:

Transmission
lines for the
future
Transmission lines are the strongest thread of Elnos Group’s international
travel through electrical networks. The major electrical power projects
in Sweden, as well as reconstruction projects in which we participate,
highly contribute to our development
info
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New transmission lines
for new wind farms
Construction of wind farms in the territory west from Ramsele is one of the
largest industrial investments in Sweden. For connection of new wind farms with
transmission system, the construction of new 130 kV transmission lines is necessary

Spacer installation on the conductor (height 20 m)

The existing transmission lines in forest areas of Jämtland and Västernorrland do not have capacity large enough
to transmit the energy that shall be produced by new wind farms. The new transmission lines shall enable connection to
the network E.ON Elnäta Sweden with
total installed power around 1000 MW.
The transmission lines have to be implemented before the wind farms in order to
enable timely delivery of energy that shall
be produced.
In the part of construction of new
transmission lines, the Elnos Group is
subcontractor of Sweden company Linjemontage and Grästorp AB. Our part of
the job is to execute works of mounting
and lifting of the poles and installation of

conductors on transmission lines: 2x130
kV Storfinnforsen-Ögonfägnaden (Phase
1) and 2x130 kV Ogonfägnaden–Isbillstjärn (Phase 2). We execute works in
accordance with laws, regulations and
standards of the Kingdom of Sweden and
internal recommendations of E.ON and
Statkraft. For the needs of this project
all our employees in Sweden have passed
special trainings for work in the zone of
wind farms.
In the middle of February 2014, 8 days
before the deadline, project was finished
on transmission line 2x130 kV Ögonfägnaden–Storfinnforsen. The length of
this section of the transmission line is
16.06 km. 69 poles were mounted and
lifted on the section on which phase

Seven new wind farms
Project of construction of
these wind farms is one of the
largest industrial investments
in Sweden. The investors are
Norwegian Statkraft SCA Vind
AB, SSVAB, and Sweden SCA, the
biggest European owner of
private forests. The investors
planed construction of seven
wind farms, and the total value
of the investment is 2.4 billion
USD. Complete project shall
include area of 136 km2 with
360 wind turbines and combined
production of energy of 3 TW
per year. This shall provide
energy from renewable sources
that substitutes energy from
fossil sources and decreases
emission of more than two
million tons of CO2 per year.
Currently, in the mentioned
area wind farm Stamåsen is
opened, and four of them are in
the construction phase.

conductors AL-59 were installed. Works
on transmission line 2x130 kV Ogonfägnaden–Isbillstjärn started immediately upon finalization of the Phase 1, and the
deadline for their finalization is 22nd June
2014.
In both of the named projects all poles
are designed for double system, with vertical phase distribution of the so called
“barrel “type. The poles with horizontal
phase distribution are used on transitions of the existing 400 kV transmission
lines. The transmission lines go partially
parallel to one or more 400 kV transmission lines. During their construction there
is a constant risk from induced voltages,
and special attention is paid to protection
from the influence of this induced voltage.
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South-West Link:

The largest investment in
Swedish national grid
Elnos Group is one of the contractors in the south-west connection. We participate
in the construction of the south connection, that is, we are building a new
transmission line 400 kV Hallsberg-Barkeryd in Sweden
The project South-West Link includes
construction of 400 kV transmission line
in Sweden and transmission line for connection of the Swedish national grid in
Nässjö with the national grid of Norway.
It is carried out by “Svenska Kraftnät“,
the operator of transmission system of
Sweden and the Norwegian “Statnett“.
The value of the project is 1.09 billion
USD, and the Swedish part is the largest
investment in the Swedish network for
the past 30 years. The project includes
the network range of 700-800 km and its
aim is to enlarge the capacity of transmission and robustness of the transmission system in the region. Elnos Group
participates in construction of the so
called South Link, as the sub-contractor
of “Skanska“.
Elnos Group is building a new transmission line 400 kV Hallsberg-Barkeryd
in Sweden. This transmission line is a
part of the line FL31 S1-4 (Hallsberg-Onstansjo-Barkeryd) that spreads over
the range of approximately 175 km, and
whose construction is divided in four
equal packages of approximately 45 km.
The named transmission line is in the
package no. 2. The project includes complete construction and commissioning of
the transmission line 400 kV between the
substations Hallsberg-Onstansjo-Barkeryd. The construction contract includes:
construction of poles, electrical works
and dismantling the existing transmission line. The amount of work includes
construction of the total number of 138
poles in the total span of approximately 44 km and dismantling the existing
transmission line KL 13. Also, this package includes the work of dismantling of
the existing 220 kV transmission line
Talle-Nässjö, KL13S3, with approximate
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length of 25 km. The deadline for the finalization of works is November 2014.
Some parts of the transmission line will
be constructed in environmentally sensitive areas, so called “Natura 2000” areas,
and in areas suitable for agriculture. The
construction works must be executed according to regulations for protection of
environment, among which the most significant are: minimal ground and climate
impact. In these areas usage of vehicles
and mechanization is not allowed, so the
works will be carried out manually.
The South-West Link is a significant
project in the necessary development of
the national power grid. The aim of the
project is to strengthen the national and
regional power grid, improve the reliability of the network and enlarge the
capacity of transmission. The connection shall also enable realization of the
Government’s plans for construction and

integration of large wind farms into the
network.
The connection shall contribute to decrease of price differences for electrical
energy, which are often visible in different areas of Sweden.
The lake view cottages
For the needs of building
new transmission line 400
kV Hallsberg-Barkeryd
employees of Elnos Group
shall reside in Sweden for a
year approximately. Currently
fifty-five employees are
situated in beautiful cottages
of Nordic style, on the very
coast of Vättern lake. In the
following period the number
of employees shall reach the
record number of eighty.

Dismantling of conductors
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On the Swedish coast
OPGW- Optical protection ground wire replacement project on TL 130 kV
Karsefors-Linehed was different with respect to the previous projects of this type

Transmission line team in Halmstad city

POPULAR TOURISTIC
DESTINATION
HALMSTAD IS A PORT, INDUSTRIAL,
UNIVERSITY CITY AND POPULAR
TURISTIC DESTINATION. ALONG THE
COAST, IT IS SURROUNDED WITH
PLANTY OF NATURAL BEAUTY,
FORESTS AND LAKES. NEAR
HALMSTAD IS PLACED A FAMOUS
7 km long sand beach Tylösand,
WITH golf courses and “Hotell
Tylösand”, A hotel owned by
Roxette star FROM “ROXETTE
BEND“. IN THEIR FREE TIME OUR
COLLEAGUES ENJOYED IN HALMSTAD
NATURAL BEAUTY. IF SOME SWEDE
HAD BATH HERE IN THAT PERIOD,
NONE OF OUR COLLEAGUE HAD SO
MUCH COURAGE.

OPGW- Optical protection ground wire replacement

On the southwest coast of Sweden, in
the territory of Halmstad city, we have
completed the replacement of OPGW on
transmission line 130 kV Karsefors-Linehed. Thirty kilometers of the existing
OPGW had to be replaced by new one,
since the existing rope was not functioning reliably and with high quality.
The project was completed within the
deadline, during June and July 2013. This
job was different with respect to the previous jobs of this sort, since this OPGW
was to be installed before dismantling the
old; thereby the optical connection on the
old cable had to remain in operation, in
order to maintain the telecommunication
link. It required the following sequence of
work: first - to place the existing OPGW

out of the pivot point and temporarily fix
it for the parts of pole construction, without breaking the joints in junction boxes,
and then stretch the new OPGW, fix it and
do all the necessary splicing.
After this phase of works inspection
was carried out by investors, after which
the switching of old and new cables in
ODFs followed. This part of works had
to be finished in the period of few hours
during night, since the owner of telecommunication part of the network Tele2 demanded for the telecommunication connection to be interrupted for the shortest
possible period. Upon the successful
switching, dismantling the old OPGW has
been executed. This project also is finished according the schedule.

Elite beach Tylösand
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Replacement of OPGW
(Optical Ground Wire)
We have particularly taken care of the safety of population and private properties
over which the transmission lines pass, and the special attention was at buildings
that intersect with transmission lines on which cables have been replaced

OPGW examination

Pole type Y on input-output of SS 110 kV Mojkovac

A series of projects of Elnos Group for
the needs of Montenegrin electrical
transmission system was continued by
demounting and replacement of the existing ground wire on transmission lines
of 110 and 400 kV, ground wire (OPGW),
in the total length of around 170 km. This
project represents the second phase of
replacement of ground wire, and the first
phase was successfully realized in 2008.
In the course of execution of works
special attention was paid to buildings
that intersect with transmission lines
on which ground wires were changed.
With the aim of safe execution of works,
we led an active communication with the
representatives of Elektroprivreda Crne
Gore (MNSE: EPCG) and Montenegrin
electrical transmission system, in order
to enable switching off of transmission
lines that intersect. We also talked to the
representatives of Rail transport of Montenegro, in order to enable closure of the
railway transport when necessary. The
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technique and dynamics of execution of
works were adapted to the possibilities
of switching off of the facilities.
The inaccessible terrain on the transmission line of 110 kV Andrijevica-Berane did not go in our favor, but with the
effort and devotion of all the engaged
personnel in this project we have successfully mastered this obstacle. We have
particularly taken care about the safety
of the population and private properties
over which the transmission lines pass,
such as transmission lines of 110 kV
Podgorica-Danilovgrad. In these situations we often executed the works manually, without mechanization, in order to
avoid damages to the properties.
The transmission lines covered by this
project spread along over a large territory, and they include a part of the territory
of state borders. During the replacement
of the cable on the transmission line 400
kV Ribarevine-Kosovo, we had to cooperate with national and provincial police,

since one part of the project included
works on the territory of autonomous
province of Kosovo as well.
Complete time schedule of works is
adapted to the requests of the investors
and specific terrain conditions, in order
to disturb the local population as least as
possible, from one side, and to meet the
ecological standards, from the other.
This project includes replacement
of ground wires on the following
transmission lines:
- TL 400 kV Ribarevine-Kosovo (to the
border)		
- TL 110 kV Ribarevine-Mojkovac		
- TL 110 kV Berane-Ribarevine		
- TL 110 kV Andrijevica-Berane		
- TL 110 kV Podgorica 1-Podgorica 3
- TL 110 kV Virpazar-Bar	
- TL 110 kV Bar-Ulcinj 		
- TL 2x110 and 110 kV Podgorica 1
-Danilovgrad.
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Smart city Novi Sad:
A Pioneer in Europe as well
Smart city Novi Sad is the first realized project of this type not only on the
territory of Serbia but in its surrounding as well. Moreover, it can be said that this
project with many of its applied solutions is a pioneer in Europe as well

Users interface of DMS software for Smart Grid

The project actually represents a comprehensive introduction of “Smart Grid”
technology in the territory of Novi Sad,
within the Elektrodistibucija Novi Sad
(branch of Elektrovojvodina). The technology itself includes integration of digital data processing and communication
systems into electrical system, which
enables the flow of information, remote
control and data acquisition, as well as
centralization inside “Smart Grid” electrical network. What is specific in this
system is that MV and HV SCADA systems
are integrated into the DMS platform.
This enables better possibilities for supervision and management of electrical
system, better insight and control over
the flows of energy and decreases average annual time that consumers spend
without electricity supply. It is technologies that enable higher quality of service
for consumers.
Elnos BL Belgrade had an extremely

important role in this project, which includes design of electrical part, project
and site management, as well as commissioning of remote terminal units manufactured by Schneider Electric.
When it comes to the equipment, the
following worldwide names participated
in the project:
-Schneider Electric: manufacturer of
primary equipment, RTUs, remote fault
locators and control meters that were installed in this project,
-Motorola: manufacturer of whole telecommunication equipment and entire
telecommunication system.
-DMS Novi Sad (Schneider Electric)
delivered Oasys SCADA system, implemented an Advanced DMS (Smart Grid
version) system with integrated Oasys
SCADA system for MV network on the
level of Elektrodistribucija Novi Sad.
- Mihajlo Pupin Institute for–automation: executed commissioning of SCADA

system, and integrated the Pupin View2
SCADA system for MV network on ADMS
platform.
The investor in the project, Elektrovojvodina Novi Sad, and all participants
are very proud of their achieved results.
Shortly, the system that includes 27 automated substations with RTUs were
commissioned, which have the possibility of remote reading of measurements
and remote control, as well as protection
functions, 11 disconnectors with RTUs
(possibility of remote control, remote
measurement readings, protection function), 4 reclosers. 6 substations were
equipped with remote fault locators (possibility of remote measurement readings,
faults indication). SCADA system for all
objects was tested and commissioned
(Oasys SCADA).
The project lasted around year and a
half, and everything was finished within
the deadline (until 31st December 2013).
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SS 400/110/35/10 kV

Stanari

Parallel to the beginning of construction of thermal power plant,
construction of the substation 400/110/35/10 kV Stanari also started.
The complete design of the new substation, as well as power transmission
lines, were built by the consortium of Elnos BL, Elektroistok Belgrade and
ARS Inženjering Banjaluka

Thermal power plant
Stanari is the first thermal
power plant constructed
on the territory of former
Yugoslavia after more than
thirty years. EFT Group
invests 600 million EUR in this
project, which apart from
modernization of mine Stanari
includes construction of
modern thermal power plant
with the capacity of 300
megawatts.
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One of the most important projects that
began in April last year in the Republic of
Srpska is construction of thermal power
plant Stanari in Doboj municipality. The
investor, company EFT - Mine and Thermal power plant Stanari Ltd. entered into
this project with much enthusiasm and
justified pleasure since a project of this
scale is being carried out in the Republic of Srpska. Parallel to the beginning of
construction of this thermal power plant,
in April 2013, construction of substation
400/110/35/10 kV Stanari with overhead
lines 2x110 kV and 2x400 kV was initiated. The complete design of new substation as well as power transmission lines
was carried out by the consortium of Elnos BL, Elektroistok Belgrade, and ARS
Inženjering Banjaluka.
The design was finished in April 2011,
and already in May of the same year it was
revised and approved by legal entity for
control of technical documentation Urbis
Center Banjaluka, on the basis of which a
procedure was initiated for issuing the
building permit. The main contractor
is a consortium of two leading companies from the field of electro energetics
and construction Elnos BL and Tekton
Banjaluka, with the subcontractor ARS
Inženjering, also from Banjaluka, who is
in charge of the construction of power
transmission lines.
The substation Stanari is located next
to the thermal power plant Stanari. It is
located around 3.500 m west from the
central part of Stanari settlement and it
shall supply the consumers with electrical power in the north of the Republic of
Srpska. It should also provide the necessary amount of energy for initiation and
stopping of thermal power plant Stanari.
Until now large part of construction
work has been successfully finished with
the emphasis on 110 kV plant, because
this voltage level is planned to be used for
thermal power plants from the first commissioning and testing.
Electrical installation works follow the
construction works in the footstep, so the
complete HV (high voltage) equipment
for both voltage levels was delivered to
the construction site last year. Measuring
transformers produced by Končar - Measuring transformers, Siemens switches,
type 3AP1 FI and 3AP1 FG for the plant
110 kV, type 3AP2 FI for the plant 400 kV.
Busbar and output disconnectors, as

Power transformer Končar 110/35/10 kV, 20 MVA

well as disconnectors for earthing of busbars in both plants are also produced by
Siemens, as well as surge arresters for
both voltage levels. All mentioned equipment of the plant 110 kV is mounted, together with the system of busbars.
The 110 kV plant shall also have transformation to middle voltage, precisely a power transformer 20 MVA was
installed with transformation ratio
110/35/10(20) kV, which was delivered
in September last year from factory
Končar D&ST Zagreb. Conceptually, both
plants shall have tube type double busbar systems, which are delivered by the
manufacturer Lorünser from Austria,
from which complete junction equipment
was procured as well. In the first phase of
construction, the plant 110 kV shall have
six bays (two transformer, two transmission lines, junction and metering), and
the plant 400 kV shall have five bays (metering field, transformer, generator and
two transmission lines). Transmission
lines 2x110 kV Stanari are connected to
transmission lines 110 kV Teslić and Ukrina, while the transmission lines 2x400
kV Stanari should be connected to substation Tuzla and substation Banjaluka 6.
The construction of substation Stanari
also includes connection to the thermal
power plant by transformer field =E01
and generator field =C04, which is a link
to Step-Up transformer of the thermal
power plant. MV plants (medium voltage
plants), as well as diesel generators and
batteries, are placed in command and
operation building. The operating part
of the building is intended for ABB cells
35 kV, UniGear ZS3.2 type, and 10(20)
kV, UniGear ZS1 type. Also, the operating
part should have two dry auxiliary transformers, 630 kVA each. The command
part spreads on two floors.

On the ground floor shall be generator room with two diesel generators
180 kW each, and on the first floor will
be the space for the personnel, complete
main distribution of AC feed, as well as
the distribution of main and necessary
consumption, rectifiers, and other equipment for DC distribution, with IT and telecommunication equipment. Technical
solution of the project anticipates installation of SDH and PDH multiplex equipment in telecommunication rooms of the
substation Stanari for the needs of connection to substations Banjaluka 6, Tuzla
4, Teslić, and Ukrina.
Following the time schedule of work
for the previous year the deadlines for installation of transmission lines were met.
Poles were elevated for 110 kV transmission line and anchor parts of all 400 kV
poles were installed. Suspension poles of
type LH1 and angular tensioning poles
D1P were used for construction of 110 kV
transmission lines. It is planned to finish
the work by the spring 2014, due to request to provide the substation with this
voltage level.
On the transmission line 400 kV newly designed angular and tensioning poles
2F and standard YN3 poles were applied.
Transmission line of telecommunication connections is optical cable, built
in the ground wire of transmission line
(OPGW), which establishes connection of
the object building. The optical cable has
24 single mode optical fibers that are in
accordance with ITU-T recommendation
G.652 and 24 single mode optical fibers
that are in accordance with ITU-T recommendation G.655B.
All works on substation Stanari should
be finished by the end of October of this
year while thermal power plant is expected to be commissioned during 2016.
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Hydropower plant Piva:
Main distribution of auxiliary voltage
has been replaced
The specificity of works was conditioned by extremely inaccessible location
on which we carried out the works. Thus, it was necessary to engage special
mechanization

HPP Piva

Under the process of modernization and
revitalization of hydropower plant Piva
in Montenegro, last year the main distribution of auxiliary voltage 220 V DC was
replaced and a new UPS distribution 230
V, 50 Hz was installed. Quite significant
part of electrical work in HPP Piva was
carried out by Elnos Group in Montenegro.
In the following stages works have
been carried out on generators 3 and 220
kV transmission line bay Kakanj. Apart
from this, auxiliary voltage subdistribution was replaced intake buildings.
The specificity of project, together
with short deadlines and tight dynamics
assigned by Elektroprivreda Srbije, under which the hydropower plant Piva operates, was conditioned by inaccessible
location where we conducted our works.
Thus, the work was difficult, and in order
to enable safe work conditions and meet
the deadlines of de-energized state for
each phase of works and planned shutdown of generators, it was necessary to
engage specific mechanization. After
slightly less than half a year, the subject
works on revitalization and moderniza-
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tion of the hydropower plant Piva were
successfully finished. The assigned dynamics on all three generators was completely followed, so that there were no
delays in the delivery of electrical energy. Martin Ziselsberger from Voith Hydro
evaluated our participation on projects
in the HPP Piva as highly professional and
responsible.
For this year continuation of rehabilitation of this hydropower plant is planned
on the part of the intake structure - the
lock chambers as well as reconstruction
of the main AC distribution. As we have
written earlier, the specificity of this
hydropower plant is that the complete
plant is located under the ground. One of
the largest arch dams in the world, with
construction height of 220 m, with arch
length of 268.6 m on the top and arch
length of 40 m at the base. The thickness
of the dam at its base is 36 m, and at the
top it is around 4.5 m. With its left side,
it leans against Vučevo, and the right side
is by the mountain range Pivska Planina.
Construction of this hydropower plant
lasted for ten years, and almost all construction executives of the former Yugo-

slavia participated. Due to the specific
topographic features of the terrain, the
complete plant of the hydropower plant
Piva was made 230 m in the rock. Despite
the small degree of exploitation of hydropower potential, Montenegro belongs to
rare countries in the world that produce
70 percent of electrical power from hydropower plants.
PLANT RECONSTRUCTION
Elnos Group under the
process of modernization and
revitalization of hydropower
plant Piva in Mratinj, has
reconstructed 220 kV plant,
(6 fields), also it was replaced
measuring transformers
and primary connections
of generator voltage (3
generators). It was carried
out protection of three 220 kV
transmission lines, generators,
and step-up transformers.
Distribution of auxiliary
voltage 220 V DC was replaced
and a new UPS distribution 230
V, 50 Hz was installed.
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New substations in Montenegro
Substations in Danilovgrad, Kolašin and Petrovac with built-in modern and reliable
equipment shall enable better electrical power supply for customers, industrial
development and improvement of Montenegro in general
Among the numerous projects Elnos
Group has successfully completed last
year, there are three projects for construction of transformer stations in
Montenegro, substation 35/10 kV, 2x12,5
MVA Landža in Danilovgrad, substation
35/10 kV, 2x8 MVA Breza in Kolašin and
substation 35/10 kV, 2x8 MVA Petrovac.
With these projects completed on
“turn-key” basis, Elnos Group continues
its excellent cooperation with Elektroprivreda Crne Gore. Elnos Group prepared the main design, installed and connected the whole electrical equipment
and completed testing, parameterization
and commissioning of complete substations. Consortium partner in Danilovgrad
and Kolašin is “Bemax“ company from
Podgorica, while the project in Petrovac
is being accomplished with consortium
partner “Intermost“ Podgorica.

Substation 35/10 kV,
2x12,5 MVA Landža
Danilovgrad

New substation 35/10 kV with power
of 2x12,5 MVA, Landža in the center of
Danilovgrad was built in March 2013
with the aim of replacing the existing substation. The old substation was
built 50 years ago and it was in a really
bad condition with worn out electrical
equipment. This directly influenced poor
quality of power supply for the consumers. Apart from installed modern and
reliable equipment, the new substitution has larger capacity with respect to
the old one. Instead of two transformers
of 8 MVA each, two new installed transformers have power of 12,5 MVA each. In
this way, apart from supply of new consumers, industrial development and improvement of Montenegro is enabled as
well. New substation Landža is equipped
with GIS plant, SF6 isolated and metal armored made by “Schneider Electric“. On
35 kV side there are 8 GHA cubicles with

Substation 35/10 kV, 2x12, 5 MVA Landža Danilovgrad

Substation 35/10 kV, 2x8 MVA Breza Kolašin

Substation 35/10 kV, 2x8 MVA Petrovac

two busbar systems with digital protection device Schneider SEPAM 60. Also, local SCADA system VIEW 4 was installed
in cooperation with the Institute “Mihajlo
Pupin“, as well as electrical transformers
manufactured by “D&ST Končar“.

trol was installed. Power transformers
“D&ST Koncar“ were also installed.

Substation 35/10 kV,
2x8 MVA Breza Kolašin

Substation 35/10 kV with rated power of
2x8 MVA Breza in Kolašin was built with
the same aim as substation Landža in
Danilovgrad, to replace the worn out and
inefficient substation, half century old.
Works on this project were finished at the
beginning of December last year.
Two 4 MVA transformers were both
replaced by new ones, with 8 MVA each.
Breza is also equipped with a GIS plant
manufactured by “ABB“.
On 35 kV side there are 9 cubicles Zx2
with two busbar systems with digital
protection device REF 630, and on 10 kV
side, there are 22 cubicles Zx0 and digital
protection device REF 615.
In this substation, in cooperation with
Institute “Mihajlo Pupin“, new SCADA
system for remote monitoring and con-

Substation 35/10 kV,
2x8 MVA Petrovac

The third project by the investor Elektroprivreda Crne Gore, in cooperation with
FC Distribucija, is construction of substation 35/10 kV with rated power of 2x8
MVA, which should improve electrical
power supply of city center, with Elnos
Group being in charge of this project.
The substation in Petrovac is equipped
with AIS plant (air-isolated and metal
armored), manufactured by “Schneider
Electric-Merlin Gerin“. On 35 kV side
there are 6 cubicles, ‘Fluair 400’ (F400)
with one busbar system. Digital protection devices Schneider SEPAM 80 (40)
have been also installed. On 10 kV side
there are 18 cubicles SM6 type with builtin digital protection devices SEPAM 40.
Local SCADA system SeeFox 2000 manufactured by “Schneider Electric-Merlin
Gerin“ was installed, as well as power
transformers manufactured by “Schneider Electric-France Transfo“. Project was
completed within the contracted period.
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Successful finalization
of construction works in the
SS Vranje 4
The Head Office of the European Union in Serbia declared the construction
of substation Vranje 4 as the best managed project in South-East Europe
financed by the DEU
The consortium Siemens Belgrade-Elnos
BL in September last year successfully
finalized the construction works in the
substation 400/110 kV Vranje 4 for the
Public Company Elektromreža Srbije. It
is one of the biggest and most important
projects in Serbia. This substation is located on the route of 400 kV connection
of the Western Europe with its southern
part and Turkey. This project is of great
significance for the south east part of
Serbia, in which the voltage conditions
shall improve together with the development of this part of the country. Elnos
BL made the Main construction, electrical and detailed design and carried out
the complete construction works in this
substation. Apart from this, Elnos was in
charge of design, installation, adjustment
and factory testing of the relay protection cabinet.

Civil works

Photo: Darko Vučić

The works have started in the middle of
September 2012, and concerning the fact
that due to the type of the contract it was
necessary to maintain the fast pace of
works and monthly realization, we worked
during the whole winter 2012/2013. Our
company had around 50 cooperators on
this project.
In the very beginning, with the aim of
creating conditions for construction of
substation Vranje 4, it was necessary to
build roads in the 400 kV plant, which represents two thirds of all the roads in the
substation. From these roads we were able
to complete work, like foundations of gantries for the 400 kV plant, cable tranches
and relay boxes, all in severe winter condi-

tions. Concrete works done with concrete
pumps and special additives for concrete
works in low temperatures. The intensity of work was maximized in April of the
last year, when severe weather conditions
prevailed. At that time, the construction of
the command building started, as well as
the foundations for the apparatus in 400
kV plant, the foundations of the gantry in
110 kV, the foundations for the apparatus
in 110 kV plant, earthing and lightning
rod foundations, outer lighting, concrete
works on the roads, production and installation of steel construction. In order
to meet the deadlines for the final works
and to make sure we don’t jeopardize the
planned fund of working time, plus taking
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into account severe weather conditions
until the second half of April, we had to engage enough staff. This was the reason why
approximately 110 employees worked on
the construction site in the following three
months. It was a huge challenge and success for the engineers, since only the experts are capable of properly coordinating
such a large number of people at the construction site.
Parallel to the field works the “paper
battle“ was on the course, which included
all the works relating to materials, cooperators and other situations at the construction site.
Despite large number of personnel engaged in construction of substation Vra-
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nje 4, we can say with pleasure that there
were no cases of injuries in the course of
the works at the site. Security company
ProAkta was engaged for the protection
of employees, which apart from the engineers of Elnos performed regular controls
and checks of work safety measures and
unannounced alcohol testing.
For successful finalization of works, in
October last year a ceremony was organized that hosted numerous officials and
representatives of the contractors. The
Investor’s representative, (The Delegation
of the European Union in Serbia), Michael
Davenport, emphasized that DEU named

Professionals in severe
weather conditions
On the winter conditions
our workers showed a real
professionalism. During the
process of building foundations
for 400 kV plant (one foundation
step has 50 m3 of concrete).
They had to use two pairs of
footwear. They used one pair
for mounting a formwork and
the other clean pair was used
for armature mounting and
concreting.

helped them work with digital relay protection of series 650 and 670.
Complete testing for the FAT was conducted by joint efforts of companies
ABB, IMP, Elektromreža Srbije and Elnos BL Belgrade. During the testing a
complete simulation of switching states
of switchgears have been carried out
in order to maintain real image of the
switchyard that shall be placed in the
actual section in the building. This enabled a high quality testing of distributed system of busbar relay protection.
This project, that included ABB relay
protection and remote control system

Panorama of substation 400/110 kV Vranje 4

the project for construction of substation
Vranje 4 as the best managed project financed by the DEU in South-East Europe.
Our extensive engagement in all aspects
of this project brought to an outstanding
result. The praise from the investor came
as an award, since we were aware that we
achieved a very good result in this project,
taking into account all the challenges we
had to face during construction works.
Very proud of this success we shall continue with projects in the current year,
because an engineer said: “Once you hear
women’s high heels echoing on your construction site, you know that your work is
done, and that is time to make a new construction site elsewhere“.

Relay protection
cabinets
Apart from construction works, the Elnos BL Belgrade was in charge of design,
installation, adjustment and factory
testing of relay protection cabinets for
the substation 400/110 kV Vranje 4. The
cabinets were produced in our manufacturing plant in Batajnica, and the manufactures of built-in relay protection are
Siemens and ABB.
The employees engaged in this project
attended trainings in educational center
of ABB in Swedish town Vasteras. They
acquired impressive knowledge that

by IMP, was the first project of such
kind in Elektromreža Srbije, for which
the people from EMS were specializing
and acquiring sufficient knowledge for
the equipment and possibilities of these
manufacturers. This project also included a contract for design, installation,
settings and factory testing of cabinets
for auxiliary supply. Siemens equipment
was used for construction of these cabinets.
Successful completion of these two
contracts, with 78 installed cabinets,
shows best the symbiosis of our work
in production plant and in the field. The
acquired experiences shall have a great
significance in similar projects.
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New power for
HPP Bajina Bašta
The result of four-year revitalization and modernization of hydropower
plant Bajina Bašta is a new plant with real potential with improved
efficiency, increased energy production, ecologically improved
production and expanded lifetime up to four decades

4

Lifetime increased up to

40 years

Generators revitalized

1.200 t

Equipment replaced
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Annual production increased for about

40.000.000 kWh

Power increased from 368 to

420 MW
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Hydropower plant Bajina Bašta is located
approximately 160 km from the estuary
of river Drina in Sava, on the border between Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. The plant, with total installed power of 368 MW began operating in 1966.
Hydropower plant Bajina Bašta is the
second largest in Serbia and it provides
eight percent of total electrical energy.
Its revitalization started after 40 years of
continuous operation.
Revitalization was initiated in 2009
and finished in October 2013, by commissioning the fourth generator unit. “Four
new modern turbines were installed,
made in Ravensburg, Germany, as well
as new generator unit from a factory in
Weiz, Austria. All four transformer units,
as well as complete high voltage equipment and automation are new. This enabled long-term work of the power-station without unexpected delays, which
contributes to reliability and stability of
electroenergetic system of Serbia“. This
was said by Mijodrag Čitaković, the general director of Hydropower Plants on
rivers Drina and Lim.
A ceremony, organized due to finalization of the project, hosted many officials
from economic and political milieu, as
well as many representatives of construction companies, among others the
president of Elnos Group, Dušan Torbica.
On this occasion Ivica Dačić, the Prime
Minister of the Republic of Serbia, appraised: “Investment cycle in electrical
power should be the motor of recovery
of the complete economy. Serbia should
take the first place in the region in production of clean energy. This is the only
way not merely towards the European
Union, but towards modern technological
knowledge, energy efficiency and “green“
economy as well. Acting Director General of EPS, Aleksandar Obradović, pointed
out that in situation when not a single
hydropower plant was constructed in
Serbia in quarter of a century, each megawatt is important, and that revitalization
of hydropower plant Bajina Bašta is the
most important date in “Elektroprivreda
Srbije“.
The total value of revitalization of hydropower plant Bajina Bašta is 77 million
EUR, of which 30 million EUR was provided through KfW bank credit, and 47
million EUR was provided by EPS. The
main contractor was an Austrian com-

Revitalized plant 220 kV, generator H4

pany “Andritz hydro“, with numerous domestic subcontractors: Elnos Group, Goša
montaža, ATB Sever Subotica, Energoprojekt, Institutes Mihajlo Pupin and Nikola
Tesla and others. Regional director of
“Andritz hydro“, Evald Hese, pointed out
that it was a pleasure to work successfully for four years on modernization of the
hydropower plant Bajina Bašta, and that,
in a way, all who participated in it regret
that there is no fifth generator of this hydropower plant.
Elnos Group was one of the companies
which implemented this project. We participated in revitalization through all of
its four phases, in the part of reconstruction of whole 220 kV plant and reconstruction of 15.65 kV generator voltage.
Complete 220 kV equipment was replaced
(switches, disconnectors, current and

voltage measuring transformers, surge
arresters), as well as 220 kV busbars,
conductors, insulator chains, anti-corrosion protection of apparatus supports
and gantries. We have also constructed
electrical cabinets in the field – installed
and completely tested them, replaced the
supporting insulators on generator busbars, rated voltage 15.65 kV, performed
complete secondary wiring, checked the
functionality of all bays, as well as works
on generator protection and participation in commissioning of all generators.
By revitalization of HPP Bajina Bašta,
Elnos Group enriched its large experience
in hydropower plants and other similar
project. The successful finalization of
works best illustrates planed team work
and the strength of the company to respond to all investor’s requests.

Mounting of switch Siemens 3AP1 FI of plant 220 kV
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Electrical installation works on highway

Banjaluka-Doboj

Our first task was to design two phases corresponding to relocation of
transmission lines TL 10(20) kV and LV power grid 0.4 kV that intersect the
highway route

info
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With great pleasure we can say that we are part of
additional, large infrastructure project in the Republic
of Srpska – construction of highway Banjaluka-Doboj.
Construction of this highway shall enable connection of
highway Gradiška-Banjaluka with Pan-European corridor 5C.
Subject to contract of Elnos BL and main contractors,
Integral inženjering from Laktaši and Granit from Skoplje is the creation of complete design documentation
and execution of electrical installation works of BanjalukaDoboj highway, section PrnjavorDoboj. Total
length of the section, without access roads and loops,
is 36.000 m.
The contract was signed in April last year. That was
the starting date for production of design documentation, according to the Preliminary design. The investor
PC Roads of Republic of Srpska“ required obtaining a
permit for preparatory works on the highway. As it is
agreed with the investor, our first task was to design
two phases corresponding to relocation of transmission lines TL 10(20) kV and LV power grid 0.4 kV that
intersect with the highway, after which the design and
the rest of eleven phases were finished.
Work has begun with preparation for construction of
CTS 10(20)/0.4 kV Johovac 1 and connection of 10 kV
transmission line with CTS, which ensured supply of
electrical energy to concrete factory called „Integral Inženjering“. After construction of Johovac loop, the substation shall supply electricity for lighting on the loop.
It will also supply electricity to the traffic information
and control center.
Until now 90 percent of planned relocations of electrical installations were finished. Under the roadbed
in the total length of 2.842 m MV and LV cable lines
were installed. 4.878 m of land lines were constructed,
which, in accordance with the demands of investors and

local power distribution companies, were relocated to
new locations in order to provide undisturbed execution
of work.
In the current year the plan is to construct telephone
cable trenches with infrastructure in total length of
39.600 m. This phase of work is followed by installation of optical cable with total length of 41.200 m. These
works shall be executed on the main section of the highway with necessary reserve and miscellaneous equipment for optical connection.
Near the start of this section, new Prnjavor loop, reconstruction and construction of transmission line 110
kV Derventa-Prnjavor is planned. The transmission
line shall be constructed on a new route, on which the
construction of split pole for construction of substation
110/20 kV Prnjavor 2 was planned. This substation shall
be new part in electrical transmission system of Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
Apart from the mentioned, in this year we will construct two CTS with rated power of 630 kVA that will
supply two planned infrastructure buildings in this section.
“Brkića voda“ is a rest place in the territory of Derventa
municipality. This rest place consists of a motel, gas station, and parking lots for cargo vehicles and passenger
vehicles. Other facility is Prnjavor loop, where CTS of the
same configuration and power shall be constructed for
the needs of supply for toll houses and lighting.
By the end of this year or the beginning of 2015, construction of lighting on loops Johovac, Prnjavor and rest
place Brkića voda is planned. This is a very demanding engineering enterprise during which all formerly
agreed conditions have to be met, without threatening
the rest of installations on the road itself and not violating the main goals for loops and rest places – that is
traffic safety.

Loops:

120

36,6 km
Projected section length

Finished until now:

2.842 m

MV and LV cable lines

from

8 to 16 m

160

lamps per loop

4.878 m

Rest place:

In 2014:

110

land lines

Pole height:

lighting poles with
lamp supports and
floodlights

41.200 m

Optical cable installation
length

lighting poles

200

lamps and reflectors
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“Serbian Railways“ and
Corridor 10 reconstruction
The first phase under prioritized projects for reconstruction and modernization
of railroad Belgrade-Niš started with reconstruction and modernization of section
Gilje-Ćuprija-Paraćin
Reconstruction and modernization of
this section includes construction of double-track railway from the station Gilje
to the entrance in the station Paraćin,
with reconstruction of station plateau
and gage of Ćuprija station and construction of new railway bridge across Velika
Morava (length 322 m). Reconstruction
also included the present double-track
railway from Ćuprija to Paraćin.
New railway is designed for the train
speeds up to 160 km/h. The total length
of this section in the direction Gilje-Ćuprija-Paraćin, i.e. the new, double-track railway is 10.18 km, and the single-track
raylway in the direction Ćuprija-Paraćin
is 6.8 km.
The contract for procurement of equipment for reconstruction and modernization works on electrical plants in the
section of Gilje-Ćuprija-Paraćin, on the
railway Belgrade-Niš, plus on the Corridor 10 was signed in September 2013 by
“Serbian Railways“ and „Siemens“ Belgrade. The value of the contract is around

Gilje-Ćuprija-Paraćin section
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11.850.000 EUR and it includes supply
of equipment and execution of works for
signaling and telecommunication devices, as well as electrical traction plants.
Elnos Group is a specialized contractor
of “Siemens“ for the lot no. 3, that is, for
the reconstruction and modernization of
electrical network and power plants.
At the beginning of November 2013 the
works on the mentioned section officially
started. The Elnos Group’s jobs included
contact network reconstruction which is
divided into four units: open railway Gilje-Paraćin, station Paraćin, station
Ćuprija and open railway Ćuprija-Paraćin.
Apart from jobs on electrical network,
our part of the job includes lighting construction on station Gilje and sectioning
plant reconstruction at Ćuprija station.
Our Contact Networks Team is on the
field on daily basis following the pace of
construction works, in order to respect
required time schedule. The first step
is to make foundations for contact networks poles and gantries. On this section,

which is around 16.78 km of the railway,
we shall install around 1.200 m3 of concrete, in more than 400 foundations for
poles and gantries, around 120 t of steel
construction, for this network. We will
also install more than 1.500 sets for
support and tensioning of the network,
stretch and regulate over 31 km of new
network and dismantle around 30 km
of the existing network with the corresponding equipment (poles, sets for support and tensioning, conductors for the
network and so on). In order to perform
the mentioned works we need more than
40 fitters with corresponding heavy duty
equipment (mounting wagon, heavy motor draisine, open wagons, special elevator for mounting and dismantling of poles
and gantries, transport trucks...).
Deadline for all works for reconstruction and modernization of electrical
plants in this section is 370 days. The
works shall be executed in eight stages,
which all the contractors have to pass,
under difficult conditions of constant
traffic that must not be stopped, since the
section is a part of the Corridor 10. High
risk and fast switching of railway with
opening of traffic in new sections shall
represent a special professional challenge for all who participate in this project. In the case, when it comes to high
risk of the project, special attention is
given to work safety and protection.
Construction of this section on its
most important network part shall give
“Serbian Railways“ a new, double-track,
electrified railway from new station Gilje
to the entrance into the station Paraćin.
This shall decrease the travelling time
of transit trains in the section. Planned
reconstruction and modernization shall
advance railway plants in this section of
the railway Belgrade-Niš, both technologically and by reduction of total maintenance costs.
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Electrical installations and
ventilation of Stambolčić tunnel
The main aim of lighting installations in this tunnel is to ensure safe traffic during
days and nights, with the degree of safety that exists in the neighboring places of
the open road. With these installations the tunnel Stambolčić meets all standards
of the European Union and regulations for these kinds of facilities
The total length of the
tunnel is 928.42 m. It is a
single-tunnel, designed for
two-way traffic, with two
lines of the total width 710
cm. The width of the sidewalk
is around 2x80 cm. The height
of the tunnel callote in the
axis of the road is 6.35 m

Tunnel Stambolčić during electrical operations

Electrical installations and ventilation
of Stambolčić tunnel, which is located on
the highway M5 Sarajevo-Prača, is the
project that was realized by the Elnos BL
at the end of August of the previous year.
The main aim of lighting installations
in this tunnel is to ensure safe traffic
during days and nights, with the degree
of safety that exists in the neighboring
places of the open road. Apart from this,
a very significant factor for safety in the
tunnel is the systems of fire detection,
fire alarms, light traffic signals and ventilation systems.
For that reason, we can proudly say
that we have significantly improved this
infrastructural facility that is safe and
comfortable for smooth flow of traffic.
During the execution of works we used
the highest quality equipment from renowned world companies, such as Minel-Schreder, Schneider Electric, Dietzel Univolt... With installation of these

systems into the common management
system, the tunnel Stambolčić met all
the standards of the European Union and
regulations for this type of facility.
The Stambolčić tunnel represents the
shortest connection between Sarajevo
and Pale to Goražde and Višegrad, as
well as the shortest connection for companies and citizens of Prača with Pale
and Sarajevo. An old tunnel, which was a
part of narrow-gauge railway built in the
Austro-Hungarian period, between 1902
and 1905, was until recently used on this
road.
The famous steam train “Ćiro“ run on
this line. After the “retirement of Ćiro“,
the tunnel was paved and since then it
has been used as the only way to Podgrab, Prača, Hrenovica... According to the
claims of the local inhabitants that recall
the stories of their ancestors, the tunnel Stambolčić was the most expensive
investment in Bosnia and Herzegovina

ever. Namely, digging of the tunnel was a
very hard and demanding project due to
the lack of adequate machines. The Austro-Hungarian officials were ordered to
build the railway, as well as the tunnel,
at all costs. This cost was, according to
ones, one kg of gold per each meter of the
tunnel, and according to others, one kg
of gold per each kg of dug stone. The centennial warranty of this tunnel expired in
2005, and the works on new tunnel started in 1990 and were stopped due to the
war.
The construction was continued in
2009, and the tunnel was dug two years
later. During 2012 the setting of ground
installation included drainage and
screed, and the last year, apart from lighting and ventilation, the lanes and sidewalks were paved as well.
For the inhabitants of Podgrab and
Prača this main road is the lifeline for the
existence in this area.
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Hydropower plant Bočac:
System for observation, informing
and alerts
With the aim of enhancement of safety measures for protection against
possible collapse of Bočac dam, it was necessary to build a system for
observation, informing and alert downstream from the dam and connect it to
the existing system for informing of the Civil Protection Center

Alert station

This is one of our ongoing projects. System for observation, informing and alert
of the population includes four control
centers and eleven alert stations, with
the corresponding software. The main
control center of the hydropower plant
Bočac is placed on the dam of hydropower plant Bočac, while the rest of management centers are located in Banjaluka,
Laktaši and Srbac. Alert stations are located downstream from the dam of hydropower plant Bočac.
In the first phase of works control
centers and six alert stations were constructed. Communication cabinets in the
control center were installed, equipped
with PS working station with modem
base station and alert station that are
governed by software application “Talos“
for centralized management and supervision. Alert stations are equipped with
siren controller with power amplifiers,

communication devices and sirens. Installed equipment is manufactured by
Comtel, the leading Greek company in
production of special electronic systems.
Automated and manual control and supervision system for all system parameters is anticipated. Upon receiving the
signal for alarm condition and verification, the main center remotely activates
sirens on alert station either automatically or manually. The main communication link is radio link.
With the aid of this modern electronic equipment the service of technical
observation of hydropower plant Bočac
shall continuously perform observation
of the dam and the accumulation, alert
about the situation in the hydrosystem,
and inform population in the event of any
danger. In the end we emphasize that this
modern system covers the whole territory of potential flood wave.

Hydropower plant Bočac
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New plant for the leading
position in Europe
Initiation of production in the new plant “Dubicotton” is placed among the
largest spinning mills in Europe. Elnos BL executed a part of works for
construction of new line for cotton refinement

Fluorescent light of rails system Zucchini

By constant investment in modern machines and technological equipment and
constructive adaptation of the facilities,
“Dubicotton“ rapidly acquired the largest
production capacity for cotton and viscose fibers refinement in South-East Europe. By construction of new production
plant in the previous year “Dubicotton“
goes one step further and becomes one of
larger spinning mills in Europe.
New production plant, a facility that
includes 7.500 m2 areas was constructed. Within the new building Elnos BL
constructed the substation 20/0.4 kV
2x2000 kVA Dubicotton 2 and executed
the installation of lighting, power sockets
for common purpose and busbar distribution for technological consumers.
Under the substation Dubicotton 2
two power transformers were delivered
and have been installed with nominal
transmission ration 20/0.4 kV and nominal power 2x2000 kVA manufactured
by Zuchinni. MV distribution switchgear
was delivered and installed with two
transmission line cubicles; measurement
and cable line cubicles manufactured by

SEL. Works also included reconstruction
of MV switchgear with three transformer
cubicles. LV switchboard and cabinets for
general consumption were delivered and
installed. LV switchboard was equipped
with two fields for automatic compensation of reactive power, for each transformer field 450 kVAr.
Supply of technological consumers and
machines in the plant was realized with
the help of busbar distribution Zucchini.
More precisely, five lines of busbar distribution were installed with rated current
of 800, 400, 315 and 250 A.
For the purpose of general consumption within the buildings, three cabinets
for general consumptions were installed,
and lighting protection of the facility with
a device for fast start was also installed.
Busbar distribution of lighting by Zucchini was delivered and installed, with nominal current 25 A, with Lug’s lamps with
fluorescent light sources.
Successful finalization of the project
enabled conditions for safe and reliable
operation of new plant “Dubicotton“ factory from Kozarska Dubica.

Substation cells

Middle voltage plant

Cabinet from our workshop
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Heating plant Gradiška:
Biomass remote heating
IEE and Elnos BL, in cooperation with Gradiška municipality,
realized this project in record time, having in mind that within
only three months a new biomass boiler with power capacity of 9
megawatts was commissioned
The guest author: Prof. dr Petar Gvero, bachelor of engineering, University of Banja Luka,
Faculty for Mechanical Engineering
Heating plants are systems with very specific role for
local community. Aggravating circumstance was that
the local community, along with the ownership of the
heating plants, as companies, acquired also their liabilities, and Heating Plant Gradiška was not an exception.
The municipality heating system of Gradiška is typical
system built in the seventies, based on heavy fuel oil,
as main power source. That was the main reason, along
with many inefficient elements of the system and socially oriented price policy, why the system was inefficient,
unsustainable and required significant improvements.
The project of private-public partnership with the
Gradiška municipality, which was initiated and coordinated by the company IEE Banjaluka, and carried out
by Elnos BL, shows that in Bosnia and Herzegovina it is
possible to have a company that deals with municipality
heating, and which is able to run the business economically.
IEE with its partner companies completed the project for transition from the existing oil fuel system to
biomass system, which was the first and basic prerequisite for further continuation of sustainable function-
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ing of Heating Plant Gradiška. Partner companies were:
EMPES Banjaluka, which designed the solution and
produced the firebox system, ESCO CONTROL PROJECT
Belgrade, which worked on automation control system,
TEHNOMETAL Doboj, which worked on the storage system, transport and automatic usage of fuel and ŠAMOTER Banja Luka, which installed all chamotte lining of the
system.
Improvement concept of the existing municipality
heating system was based upon introduction of biomass
as a fuel. This required system reconstruction, in which
the existing boiler part is kept, with the total capacity of
11 MWt and the combustion, firebox part of the system
was replaced by installation of two separate fireboxes
for heating with wood chips, with total capacity of 2x6
MWt. Apart from that, an important segment in the system reconstruction was the establishment of the chain
of procurement of biomass, since the logistics plays one
of the crucial roles in success of the biomass projects.
Biomass in energetic sense implies using wastes from
agricultural and industrial production (wood industry,
forestry and so on). It is important to emphasize that it
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Building extension for wood chips preparation

Ložišta na biomasu

Mounting of the first firebox

is domestic and renewable energy resource, which does
not contribute to the greenhouse effect. This makes it
an ideal substitution for expensive and imported fuels,
such as oil fuel.
Technological solution that was applied in reconstruction of the system in Gradiška was based upon replacement of the existing burners with oil fuel, replacement
of one boiler, gasification firebox replacement whose
specificity lies in modular construction and this enables
getting the most out of fuels such as biomass. Biomass is
gasificated in the first segment of firebox, and such produced gas is burnt. This is done in order to inject combustion products with temperature ranging from 1.200
to 1.300 oC. High degree of automation and complete
control of all parameters of the process enables the conditions in the boiler similar to those in which the boiler
has high degree of system efficiency while burning the

Fireboxes on biomass

oil fuel. This action enabled the district heating system
to produce thermal energy in a cheaper way with respect
to oil fuel, which created the space for economical functioning of the system and bigger comfort of heating for
consumers, the citizens of Gradiška.
In the following years, after all functions of the designed solution have been established, the next phase
of introduction of efficient cogeneration production will
start, and it will enable proper functioning of the system
throughout the year.
In the end it is important to highlight that the project
for Heating Plant Gradiška is the first project of this sort
in the Republic of Srpska. The effort that IEE and Elnos
BL made shall definitely pave the way towards a new
approach in development of municipality heating in the
direction of cost-effectiveness, profitability and sustainability.
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Electrical workshop of
Elnos Group:
A large number of electrical solutions of different kind and purposes in
the whole region

Control and management of
lighting in BC Bijača

Installation of new plant in
Dubicotton factory

We installed RO-ORE control cabinets for
management of lighting with the cutting-edge
equipment of the Gradilux GE type on border
crossing Bijača near Ljubuški. This border crossing,
which is on the highway on the border between
BiH and Croatia, represents one of two most busy
and best equipped border crossings of BiH. The
installed equipment enables improvement of energy
efficiency of lighting and significant energy savings,
achieved through voltage stabilization, expansion of
lifetime of light sources and dimming in the periods
of decreased traffic. This reference is also the
largest reference for Gradilux in Europe.

We installed and commissioned the modular
low voltage switchgear type QuiXtra 4000 by GE
Company, with bussbar distribution with rated
current of 4000 A and circuit breakers type
M-pact PLUS 3200 A, during construction of new
plant for processing of the cotton in Dubicotton
company in Kozarska Dubica. Low voltage cabinet
is connected with two transformres 20/0,4 kV
by busbar distribution with rated power of 2000
kVA each. Low voltage plant is intended to feed
machines for processing of cotton and electrical
installations of the facility.

Grand Trade business building

Preparation and reconstruction of
electrical metering cabinets for
Elektrokrajina Banja Luka

For purpose of power supply for new business
building Grand Trade in Banja Luka, the
electricians of Elnos BL installed a modular
low voltage plant made by Schneider Electric,
type Prisma plus P. The building is connected to
three dry transformers TRIHAL 20/0,4 kV with
rated power of 2000 kVA each manufactured by
Schneider Electric by rail distribution Canalis KTA
3200.
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Due to the purpose of reconstruction of power
distribution network of Elektrokrajina Banja
Luka, 1500 electrical metering cabinets were
delivered in transparent housing with remote
data acquisition that should largely contribute
to decrease of losses and enhancement of
electricity bills.
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Electrical workshop in Batajnica

ABB HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT was used
(SF6) gas isolated cells type ABB, ZX00 (10kV) and
ZX02 (35kV) were delivered from ABB’s factory, in
Ratingen Germany. They are equipped exclusively
with primary equipment. For protection and
control there were delivered also devices type
ABB REF630 for 35 kV and ABB REF615 for 10 kV
plant.

Middle voltage switchgear for
substation 35/10 kV (2x8 MVA)
Breza in Kolašin
In the period from 22nd April to 17th May 2013
in electrical installation workshop ELNOS BL in
Belgrade, the secondary wiring and testing of
middle voltage switchgear 35 and 10 kV was
carried out, which were installed in substation
Breza 35/10 kV (2x8 MVA) in Kolašin. The works
included: production of design documentation
upon which the secondary wiring was conducted
(MCB’s, auxiliary relays, contactors and terminal
blocks), installation and switchgear wiring.

Cabinets for local consumption
In the same period, installation of cabinets for
local consumption for DC and AC distribution
and procurement of cabinets for station
computer were carried out. Upon finalization
of works on secondary connection, testing of
complete functionality of plants was continued
(management and protection), as well as
parameterization and testing of protection and
control devices.
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CUBIC – the excellence of modular
systems
Modular system of the company is based upon the concept of modules for
construction of electrical switchgear of low voltage. By using the standardized
modules, it is possible to construct panels and cabinets of diverse dimensions
and purposes, from fixed type to withdrawable type. With CUBIC modular
system the choice of electrical components depends only on you

Lars Agard, the export manager for CUBIC

This is how the conversation started
with Mr. Lars Agard, the manager of export
of Danish company CUBIC who visited our
company in Belgrade on two occasions.
What does CUBIC company do and
what is its significance on global market?
CUBIC is renowned manufacturer in
the field of modular systems production
for construction of low voltage electrical
switchboards. Our high quality solutions
are used all over the world in all types of
industries. CUBIC was founded in 1973,
upon the unique idea of modular system
necessary for construction of LV switchboards of any kind. The idea itself lead to
development of CUBIC into a well-known
and recognized partner, who is present in
40 countries around the world, in the field
of electroenergetics and industry with
wide range of distribution cabinets of all
sorts and types. The Balkan for us represents the next promising business possibility, hence the cooperation with your
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company, which is the authorized distributor of CUBIC for Serbian market.
How does CUBIC rate on the market?
What are the basic features of your
products?
Modular system of our company is based
upon the concept of module for construction of low voltage distribution. By using
some relatively standard components it
is possible to construct the housing. Our
range of products satisfies the needs of
clients ranging from fixed to withdrawable
solutions. With CUBIC modular system, the
choice of electrical components depends
on you exclusively. We tested our system
in accordance with IEC61439-2 together
with devices of all manufacturers of primary circuit breakers. One of its features
is adaptability regarding width, height
and depth, which means that distribution
cabinet, can be designed in such way that
it corresponds to the place of installation,
and that in the same time it can be altered
or expanded. This adaptability makes the

modular system simple and fast to install
thus enabling efficient usage of work force
and control of expenses.
Apart from that, which additional features would you single out as a special
feature of CUBIC?
Our system with complete documentation is delivered all around the world in
parts and in compact packaging to manufacturers of low voltage distribution
switchboard and they further construct
complete modular systems. All our partners that deal with construction of low
voltage distributions cabinets faced very
demanding and extensive trainings in order to provide the highest quality, equal
in the whole world. All products of CUBIC
company are tested and certified in the
most recognizable world laboratories,
such as DEKRA, ASTA, UL, DNV and Germanischer Lloyd. These certificates and
approvals, together with the partnership
philosophy, enable us to proceed towards
providing high level of quality recognizable throughout the world.
You cooperate with numerous companies that recognized your quality.
How much the cooperation with French
nuclear stations is important for CUBIC?
When it comes to the current contracts,
we strive to establish partnerships with
all major end users and clients all over
the world in the field of our business. The
cooperation with major partners such as
French nuclear stations is a proof that CUBIC is well known as reliable partner and
trustworthy on all markets. That is a partner who is able to fulfill the needs and demands of the end users by delivering high
quality product, highly tested and a solution with the best technical performance
available on the market.
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Reliable and robust:
Genmac power generators
In 30 years of existence, Genmac has developed into a very significant
brand among manufacturers of power generators. Genmac products are
recognizable for their construction quality, extremely carefully chosen and
adjusted parts from the most renowned manufacturers
From the industrial center of Italy we
bring you an interview with Ioleo Beltrami, the president of Genmac. Genmac is
in 100 percent ownership of the Beltrami
family.
Companies Genmac and Elnos BL
have developed a really successful cooperation. How important is this cooperation for both companies?
Our cooperation started in 2012 and
swiftly developed in the course of the last
year. We consider Elnos BL as a client with
whom the cooperation shall develop even
more during this year. Genmac offers to
the clients the possibility of procurement
of adapted products of wide range, which
is a great advantage that could be very useful for Elnos BL. Also, we are happy with
the cooperation that our distribution sector developed with the employees in Elnos
BL, which includes an open communication, kindness and honesty, as important
values of business.
How do you value your position in
worldwide markets?
Genmac is present in 55 countries worldwide. In Europe we specially emphasize
Sweden, Finland and Italy, but also Russia
and Ukraine. We are present in the Middle
East, Africa, North and South America and
New Zeland. In worldwide markets Genmac is known as an Italian brand of high
quality, with competent prices.
Tell us something more about Genmac products?
Our company deals with production of
power generators from 2 kVA to 2000 kVA
and more, in the production plant located
in Gualtiera, placed in Emilia Romagna
region. In our product portfolio we offer
many brands of motors of controlled origin from Europe, America and Japan. For
portable gas units we offer motors Subaru and Kohler, and for portable diesel

Ioleo Beltrami, the president of Genmac

units Lobardini. From 15 kVA and more
we offer Perkins, Deutz, Iveco, John Deere,
Cummins, Volvo. Genmac generators are
constructed with the best possible performances and made by cutting-edge technology.
What are your advantages with respect to your competition?
First, I would like to point out the fact
that the state of origin is always clear- Genmac generators are made in Italy. Controller, motor and alternator installed on Genmac generators are made in the countries
of the EU, Japan or the USA. We always
point out the PRP (Prime power) in all
technical documentation. A large number
of competitors points out the LTP power
(Standby power). Apart from the mentioned, many producers include marketing
tricks, and announce a false noise level.
During the testing, some producers may
get lower noise level, but their generators
do not have proper cooling (this can be
often seen on the streets with generators
without doors). Genmac dashboard is very
clear, simple for tracking and very safe for
users. I would like to point out that our of-

fer of generators from
5 to 500 kVA is among the most competitive European brands, even comparing with the largest companies. Opposite
to them, our company offers a wide range
of possibilities and additional equipment,
and there is the possibility of creation of
special designs in accordance to the needs
of the clients. As our advantages, I would
like to point out to the complete assortment from 2 kVA up to 1.500 kVA and
availability of generators run by gas (LPG
or natural gas).
Cooperation of our companies
resulted in several successful
projects from which we
emphasize:
- On border crossing Bijačadiesel unit Majstic G450POA,
power 450 kVA,
- In Sberbank facilities-diesel
power generators Dynamic
G20POA, power 22 kVA,
- Firehouse Banja Luka-Genmac
G250DOA unit with German Deutz
motor.
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Modern and unique- Elnos Serbia stand

“Elnos Serbia“ at
the energy
conference 2013
On the 9th international energy
conference in Belgrade, Elnos
Serbia presented its work and
the latest activities
The
International
fair
“Energetika
2013“(Energetics in 2013) was held in Belgrade in the period from 9th – 12th October
2013. During this conference Elnos Serbia had

the opportunity to present itself in its exhibition space, its complete offer and the latest
references from the field of electrical power.
Elnos Serbia also presented the modular
system by Danish company CUBIC. We are
their authorized distributor for the Serbian
market. This unique system, which saves
time of installation and mounting, enables
installation of busbar system up to 7.000 A as
well as short circuits currents up to 120 kA.
‘Green transformer’ was presented at the
conference – power distribution transformer
of 160 kVA
20/0,42 kV. The main features of this
transformer are delta shape of the core that

Elnos Group at the third
conference on electrical
power networks in
Montenegro
In organization of Montenegrian National Committee of the International Council
for Large Electrical Networks CIGRE CG, the
Third Conference on Large Electrical Networks was held, at which, among others,
Elnos Group participated as well. The conference was held in Pržno, in the period from
13th to 16th May 2013. This conference was
opened by Vladimir Kavarić, the Minister of
Economy in the Government of Montenegro,
and the president of International CIGRE,
Showroom in Hotel “Maestral”
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is filled with biodegradable oil and lower
losses in idle state and load. Specificity and
advantage of this transformer with respect
to classic transformer are lower weight, notably lower noise level and electrical energy
savings.
At this important event a rich professional program was organized consisting of
conferences, lectures and presentations on
current topics and the latest achievements
within electrical power industry. The energy
conference, which was officially opened by
Minister of Energetics Zorana Mihajlović, was
hosted more than 180 exhibitors from Serbia
and abroad.

Klaus Frohlich.
At the conference Elnos Group had an opportunity to present its work and activities
to numerous participants and visitors of the
Conference which they could see in detail in
the showroom. Our company had the chance
to exchange knowledge with the rest of participants, regarding experience and the latest information from the field of production,
transmission and distribution of electrical
power, as well as application of new technologies.
The Conference gathered a large number
of experts from the country and region, 71
reports were presented in accordance with
the current topics, defined by 16 study committees.
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Clean energy
technologies:
VII International Forum
One of the most influential
energetic gatherings in
southeastern Europe,
“Energetics of Serbia 2013future and perspectives”, was
held at the end of September in
Novi Sad
Apart from more than 400 participants and
representatives of the Government of Serbia,
Government of Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and national electrical power institutions and companies, the Forum gathered
numerous highly positioned officials from
electrical power sector from surrounding
countries and the representatives of EU institutions, several ambassadors and heads of
international delegations accredited in Ser-

bia, as well as dozens of leading international and domestic companies from the field of
electrical power.
Representative of Elnos Group Marko Mijić held a presentation “Cogeneration as a
solution for improvement of remote heating
system“(“Kogeneracija kao opcija za unapređivanje sistema daljinskog grijanja“).
The aim of the presentation was to introduce
possibilites and part of response to the modernization of the remote heating system in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the emphasis
on introduction of biomass, as renewable energy resource.
Second day at forum, 24th September, was
opened by Minister Zorana Mihajlović, and
more than sixty projects from various fields
of energetics were presented. The focus of
discussions of the Forum was the issues of
actual degree of feasibility of the existing
European, regional energetic development
conceptions, and specially the national conception of Serbia.

Elnos Group as a participant and
a major sponsor of the 31st conference
CIGRE 2013 Serbia
The 31st symposium of Serbian Committee of
International Council on Large Electrical Networks of CIGRE Serbia was held on Zlatibor
from 26th – 30th May 2013.
Our company participated in this symposium as a major sponsor in 2013. On Zlatibor
Elnos Group demonstrated its activities and

latest experiences and references from the
field of engineering to professional public.
During presentation the latest achievements of our company were shown, and
through the presentation that Elnos Group
held, many participants and visitors of this
symposium had a chance to meet the work

Forum gathered more than 400 participants

of Elnos Group closer. Significance of this
symposium is largely contributed by the fact
that over 1.000 scientific and professional
employees and business people participated,
from Serbia, Republic of Srpska and the surrounding countries that deal with significant
production, transmission and distribution of
electrical power.
In this important manifestation around 200
pamphlets from the mentioned fields were
presented to professional public through
work of 16 study committees.

Elnos Group presentation had a great success
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Dalmatian Orthodox
center – monastery Krka
The seminary Holy Three Hierarchs, which is the oldest in the Serbian orthodox
church, was founded in 1615. Due to wars it was closed several times. It was
reconstructed in 2001 by the effort of the Dalmatian bishop Fotije, with the
blessing from the Holy Archpriest synod

Monastery Krka

Only few, without knowledge of Kistanje area, could suspect that, going down
the craggy steep sharp curves, their eyes
would come across a magical view as
from a canvas of the biggest world painters. Those who know this road in the
Dalmatian mountain region, eagerly wait
for this view, which, no matter how many
times they come as passengers, takes their
breath away.
Surrounded with hills in whose base the
river Krka winds, with blue and green color
which due to its depth in this spot, tucked
into the verdure in the basin, proudly
stands the Dalmatian Orthodox center –
monastery Krka. It is located between Knin
and Šibenik, three and a half kilometers
East from Kistanje. The monastery Krka, in
the ancient 1350 was erected by the Princess Jelena, sister of Emperor Dušan and
wife of the Croatian Duke Mladen II Šubić.
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She dedicated it to the Holy Archpriest Mihail. The legend, the authenticity of which
is corroborated by catacombs that are located under the monastery and the vicinity of remnants of the Roman Empire of
the city Burnum, “speak” of the sermons
that the Apostle Pavle held to the Dalmatians. It is believed that the founders of this
ancient monastery knew those data and
specifically for that reason they erected
the monastery in this location. During the
centuries of existence, until the present
day, the monastery was and remained the
spiritual center of the Orthodox Dalmatian
Serbs. In this place, in 1615 the Seminary
Holy Three Hierarchs was founded, which
is the oldest in Serbian church. Due to wars
it was closed several times. Upon the war,
though not directly bombed in the war, the
monastery suffered. It was neglected all
the way until 1998 and the seminary was

located on Divčibare and then in Srbinje. It
was reconstructed in 2001 with the effort
of the Dalmatian bishop Fotije, with the
blessing of the Holy archpriest synod.
Still today this pearl of Orthodox Christianity in Dalmatia has its donors, people
of good will that endow it in accordance
with their possibilities. “Mr Dušan Torbica
has always given and still gives his selfless
support to the Holy Angelic coenobitic
monastery Krka and Seminary Holy Three
Hierarchs. His selfless care and love for this
part of Dalmatia, and also for people of this
area, was mostly shown through his care
and help regarding the restoration of the
seminary in 2001. He recognized the significance of our monastery and seminary
and has always been the closest cooperator, giving the selfless support of His Grace
the Dalmatian bishop Mr. Fotije”, said the
prior of the monastery Krka archimandrite
Nikodim, telling about the help of the president of Board of Elnos Group, Dušan Torbica to monastery Krka, who himself comes
from these regions. The biggest wealth of
the monastery is depicted in its treasuries. Their value is best shown by the fact
that the treasure of the monastery Krka is
the fourth in line in Serbian church, after
Hilandar, Visoki Dečani, and Cetinjski manastir.
By its library construction, the monastery treasury is the richest. The oldest book
that is kept in the treasuries is the wellknown “Mokropoljsko jevanđelje“(“Gospel of Mokropolje”), very valuable and old
book, written on kidskin banderols. During
the long centuries of existence of this monastery, its treasury has been enriched with
priceless treasures. The wealth of the monastery did not come only from the Serbian
territories, but from Sveta Gora, from the
Imperial Russia, Jerusalem, and Venice.
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TREASURY-Protector of
the greats acts
Parts of this rich treasury
are Epitrachil of St. Sava
and Octoechos of Božidar
Vuković.There are also
books of Vuk Stefanović
KaradŽić and Dositej
Obradović on which they
as authors posted an
inscription to monastery
Krka.
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French days
in Belgrade
Company Elnos Serbia
supported the
“French week“ in
Belgrade

President of Elnos Group during prizes awarding

Contribution to
knowledge
For the anniversary of the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
in Banja Luka, Elnos BL awarded
the best students
In 2013 Elnos BL Banja Luka awarded the
best students of the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering in Banja Luka. Traditional manifestation for the anniversary of the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering in Banja Luka began
with the promotion of masters and bachelors
of electrical engineering, on 20th November
2013. Two days later, a ceremony was organized for 51 years of work and development of
the faculty.

The president of Elnos Group Dušan Torbica
had the pleasure to award four most successful students from Department of Energy at
the promotion of masters and bachelors of
electrical engineering. “Concerning the activities of our company, we are aware of the
significance and importance of future graduate students of the Faculty in the electrical
engineering field and this is one way for us to
contribute to the development and enhancement of this field”, said Mr. Torbica.
The Faculty of Electrical Engineering in
Banja Luka was founded in 1962 and for decades it is considered as one of the most prestigious institutions of high education in BiH.
More than 2.000 students graduated from it,
and as such, this Faculty represents an important element in the development of electrical engineering in the region.

French-Serbian Chamber of Commerce organized for the first time a “French week“,
which had the aim to promote the French
culture, French products and cooperation
between France and Serbia. Elnos Serbia supported this manifestation held in Belgrade
from 18th-22nd October.
For the “French week“ many events were
organized that presented the French expertise, products and French-Serbian economic,
cultural and historical relations. Company Elnos Serbia had an opportunity, as the sponsor,
to be a part of these events. At “French-Serbian fair“ that was organized for this occasion, our company presented its portfolio,
as well as prefabricated concrete substations BIOSCO CS, produced by the license of
French company “Schneider Electric“.
Apart from this fair, on the facade of the Assembly of Belgrade 3D projection was shown
depicting “Lights of Paris on the streets of
Belgrade“, gastronomy workshops, wine
nights ‘Božole nuvo’ were organized in the
pavilion “Cvijeta Zuzorić“ on Kalemegdan
fotress. The “French week“ was closed with
a tribune “Good energy – good employer in
French manner“.

Unique 3D projection on the facade of the Belgrade Assembly
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Together on the road of

success
In the last year the Basketball club “Crvena zvezda“(“Red Star”)
marked a series of successes on basketball scene. One of the
achievements was the defense of National Cup Radivoj Korać
champion title, which brought this club back among the best

Photo: I. Vujanović

The Basketball club “Red Star” was
founded in 1945. It walked into its seventh
decade proudly. In the past 60 years they
won 15 champion titles, five National Cups
and the Cup of European winners of cups,
while numerous times red and white won
the Olympic medals, as well as medals on
world and European championships.
Within this long decade period, the Basketball Club “Red Star” succeeded in enabling the prosperity to our basketball, to

record the first international achievements
and to bring glory to our basketball. It is one
of the clubs with most trophies in this area
and in the few previous years it recorded a
series of success. “Red Star Telekom“ had a
successful 2013. In February, red and whites
lifted the trophy of Radivoj Korać Cup, since
in April they played a match of the season in Final four of ABA league and won a
long expected Euroleague. The second half
of the year was completely marked by the

return of “Zvezda” in the most prestigious
European competition and by its very good
performance. This year they started great,
by winning the title of National Cup Radivoj
Korać and placement to the second phase of
the EuroCup.
Elnos BL Belgrade in 2013 was one of the
sponsors of the Basketball club “Red Star
Telekom“, with the wish that in this way it
will contribute to achievements of this club
in regional and European scene.
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Training in Denmark
Spring in the largest
city of the North

Magical south
autumn

Participants of the education were
introduced to management, design and
installation of complete assortment of
CUBIC company

General Electric launched a new
series of variable voltage variable
frequency (VVVF) Drives AF-6 in this
year, for which training was organized
in Grasten in the south of Denmark

With training of our employees in the Danish company
CUBIC last year in Aalborg, we continued the tradition of
this sort of specialization of Elnos team. The participants
of the education were trained for management, design
and installation of complete assortment of this company.
Apart from it, a significant part of the workshop was dedicated to modern approach to the production.
The CUBIC company was founded in 1973, and it is
based upon a unique idea of modular systems. Apart from
the official part of the training, the participants had an
opportunity to meet the mode of work and the way of
life of the Danes. Special attention was attracted by the
system of work completely adjusted to employees who
are supposed to spend the largest part of their working
day sitting in an office at a computer.
With the aim of efficient business, the Danes divided a
working day in stages. The first part is spent sitting at a
computer, until the lunch break. After that, they mainly
perform tasks that include moving, and upon return to
the working place the employees have the possibility for
a very interesting way of performing the tasks. Namely,
worktables are movable, so that in any moment they can
be lifted, thus the tasks on computers may be carried out
in standing position. Also within the company there are
various anti-stress programs, fitness center and kindergarten for the children of employees.
Spare time during the training in CUBIC was dedicated
to sightseeing around Aalborg and the surrounding. Night
life takes place only on weekends, when this town is visited by a large number of people from Sweden and Germany by ferries. An interesting fact is that in Denmark
the most used vehicle is bicycle, and the citizens really
take care of a healthy way of life. In spare time they are
frequently in nature doing physical activities, regardless
of their age.
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Our long-term supplier and partner GE launched a new
series of VVF Drive regulators AF-6, which covers the
drives with rated power from 2,2 kW to 1200 kW. It is a
very modern and reliable industrial solution, appropriate
for the most demanding applications.
Drives are manufactured in Danfoss factory in Denmark. In this factory in the mid October of 2013 threeday training was organized for the series. In accordance
with the commitment of Elnos Group to follow trends
and offer supreme industrial solutions, the training was
successfully undergone by our sales engineer from Banja
Luka.

Grasten palace
Palaces make an important part of touristic offer
in Denmark. There is a well-known Grasten palace
in Grasten, currently it is summer residence of
Danish royal family. This beautiful palace is surrounded by picturesque flower gardens, forests
and lakes.
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FIDIC contract conditions
Practical training, which explains and illustrates the usage of 1999 FIDIC
contractual conditions, were led by professional engineers with rich international
experience, and it offers all necessary knowledge to everyone who is engaged in
implementation and management of contracts
In order to keep the pace with the latest
market trends, our company continued the
practice of education and training for the
employees in Elnos BL in the last year as well.
We participated in the training “Application
of 1999 FIDIC Contractual Conditions, Module
1“, which was held in November in Belgrade
hotel “Bah“, under the organization of FIDIC
(International Federation of Consulting Engineers), in cooperation with ACES (Association
of Consulting Engineers of Serbia-national
FIDIC association) and company MACE, Ltd.
Expert engineers with rich international
experience led the training that explains and
illustrates the usage of 1999 FIDIC contractual conditions, and offers necessary knowledge to professionals from governmental
agencies and ministries, heads of companies,
sectors and development, engineers, economists, jurists and everyone engaged in implementation and management of contracts.

The course was designed to help the participants in their future work with these documents, regardless of being a contracting
party, employer, consultant or a contractor,
and to improve the work of everyone who in
their own companies deal with international
contracts, through meeting the FIDIC organization, contract forms and procedures for
realization of projects.
FIDIC training included introduction of international contractual conditions and conditions for their application, basic provisions
of the most used form of contract and advantages and issues that can arise during the
usage of these forms of contracts.
The basic topics presented at this interesting and useful training were FIDIC organization, FIDIC contractual conditions,
participants in a project, risks of a project,
procedures on a project, alterations on projects and compensation requests.

The 1999 FIDIC Conditions of
Contract are being increasingly used by the international Construction Industry. In
Europe they are used by the
European Commission for all
of their projects throughout
Central and Eastern Europe.
The Multi-Lateral Development Banks, including the
World Bank, Islamic Bank for
Development are accepted
these contract conditions.

Continuation of successful cooperation
Genmac products are recognizable by the construction quality, extremely careful choice
and adjustment of parts of the most renowned manufacturers. They are extremely
reliable and robust
One of the trainings in which Elnos participated was held last year in Italy, and it represented a part of successful cooperation with
Genmac company. After the education, the
participants obtained certificates for installation, commissioning and repair of electrical
generators by this manufacturer.
Genmac is located in the region of Emilia Romagna, a rich industrial center of Italy,
where electromechanics has an exquisite tradition. Many globally known companies are
particularly from this part of Italy, and one
of the features of all companies is that they
employ around fifty employees. Founded in
1983, Genmac developed in a very important
name among the manufacturers of electrical
generators. The products of this company
are recognizable for their quality build and
extremely careful choice and adjustment of

President of Genmac handed certificates to our colleagues

parts of the most famous manufacturers.
They are extremely reliable and robust.
Elnos BL completed several successful
projects of backup power with Genmac, and
Diesel unit Majstic G450POA, rated power of
450 kVA situated at the border crossing Bijač.
It is a modern generator with Perkins die-

sel engine, with volume of 150.000 ccm and
rated power of 450 kVA, which meets very
strict standards of emission of exhaust gases.
Business of Genmac is coordinated with ISO
9001, and this company pays close attention
to direct communication with clients and the
flexibility of solutions.
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In three Siemens
Berlin
During the four-day training the
participants had a chance to meet the
“Siemens“ company and learn more
about the types of circuit breakers and
their specific parts, installation and
maintenance
The company representatives of Elnos BL in the last year
participated in training in „“Siemens“ Berlin, and this time
the theme was mounting and maintenance of high-voltage
switches 3AP1/2 FG/FI. During the training, which lasted
for four days, the participants had a chance to meet the
company “Siemens“ and learn more about the types of
circuit breakers and their specific parts, installation and
maintenance. Great attention was drawn by very interesting ‘dead-tank’ circuit breakers, which take less space
than ‘live-tank’ circuit breakers. Particular problem during
the installation is filling of the circuit breaker with SF6 gas.
Having in mind that this gas belongs to greenhouse gases,
it is necessary to pay special attention that the gas is not

SIEMENS SWITCHES
Siemens is the only company who offers a support
for users in the entire chain of conversion
energy, with an efficient products and solutions.
Switches present central part of plants which
are air isolated (AIS) and gas (GIS). High-voltage
switches are mechanical units which connect and
disconnect circuits. As a leader on the global
market, Siemens has responsibility for switches
protection which have to satisfy technical,
economic and environmental conditions in
different countries around the world. It proves
over 90.000 delivered switches in 140 countries.

spilled during the installation. Special part of the training
was devoted to proper coupling of circuit breaker poles.
The history of “Siemens“ is over 165 years long. From a
small workshop in Berlin, it became a global company. Few
industrial corporations like “Siemens“ have such a long
and successful tradition.
„Siemens“ AG today is a global leader in the field of electronics and electrotechnics. It employs around 360.000
people and represents one of the largest and oldest companies in the world. Since its foundation until today, this
company became recognizable by technical improvements,
innovations, quality and reliability of products and services it offers in more than 190 countries worldwide, which
it integrates in the solutions in the field of energetics, industry, traffic, medicine and informational technologies.

BERLIN: The past of the German capital city is
equally turbulent as the architecture of this
city is sophisticated. It was founded in the 12th
century and it was demolished throughout the
history, repaired, and physically divided. At the
end it turned out that it is- indestructible.
Current Berlin flourished. New constructions
and building are everywhere, business is in
growth and Berlin leads the rest of Germany to
economic growth.
Berlin memories
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training centers
Frankfurt and Nürnberg
Trainings with the aim of work and
efficiency improving on SS 110/35/10 kV
Ralja
Isolated cells SF6 gas (GIS) - for the electrical power
supply
In Frankfurt was held training for the newest “Siemense“ equipment which will be useful for the reconstruction of SS Ralja. It was attended by representatives
of Elnos Group, in order to learn about the equipment in
a most qualitative way, and with that knowledge improve
the project.
Under the process of reconstruction SS Ralja, which is
still ongoing, it will be replacement of 35 kV plant, with
the aim of improvement better electrical power supply
for consumers. A new 35 kV plant will be made of eight
isolated cells with SF6 gas (GIS) armored with metal, type
NXPLUS manufactured by “Siemens”, with microprocessing control protective units type 7SJ63. New equipment
will greatly improve electrical power supply.

Siemens SIPROTEC 4
A new relay protection solution
Addition to the training in Frankfurt, it was also organized
training in “Siemens” training center in Nürnberg. The
training is about longitudinal differential relay protection
type SIPROTEC 4 (7SD), which is also used for the project
SS Ralja.
Our main engineer for telecommunications has an opportunity to obtain new skills in the fields such as: the
numeric basis of longitudinal differential relay protection,
requirements for electrical measuring transformers, different implementation topologies, communication basis
of numeric longitudinal differential relay protection. As
well as in the field of interface-network topology, GPS
synchronization, works with Web Monitor applications,
and in the work and testing fields of 7SD52/7SD61 with
secondary test equipment type CMC-Omricon. Our colleague said that the training was very useful and covered
precisely one of the relay protection subfield.
For the of Elnos Group representatives this is not the
first visit in Nürnberg in “Siemens“ training center, but
they surely used the opportunity to learn more about city
attractions. Nürnberg is the second largest city in the
German state of Bavaria. The city makes you to feel the
whole German authenticity, as our colleague said.

FRANKFURT, City banks
Frankfurt on the Main River, as it is commonly
known. Nowadays, Frankfurt is one of the most
important financial center, also known as city
bank. It is estimated that it has more than 300
headquarters of the best known world banks.
Besides that, town location makes Frankfurt
one of the largest highways crossroads, and
Frankfurt Airport major international airport.
Our colleague in training center
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A small review of eventsa
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Eighth annual March travel to Tuscany

Happy hours

Female part of the Elnos Group staff in 2013 got a
present in the form of eighth annual March travel to
beautiful Tuscany, the birthplace of Italian Renaissance.

There were several hang-outs - “happy hours” that were
organized by sectors individually or by employees, usually
on Fridays at 15:00, in our café in Banja Luka.

Team building Bijeljina

Joy of our youngest ones

Traditional gathering with our distributors was held this
year in the form of Team building, in authentic ambience
of Semberia salaš, in Bijeljina.

New Year shows and Santa Clause with presents brought
joy and happiness to our youngest ones this year as well.
There are 140 of them in the age up to 10, of which there
are 17 babies.

Pre New Year gathering of the
employees

Unique professional excursion in Elnos
BL, Banja Luka

The end of business 2013 was traditionally celebrated
by gathering of our employees. Good mood and solemn
atmosphere was present in all our members.

At the beginning of this year we were host to unique,
young participants of the first start-up project in Bosnia
and Herzegovina “BIZOO Startup Safari“.
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